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MES educator recipient of 2014 Ky. recognition
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Almost 70 years ago. Ed Harrell sacrificed his senior year at
Murray High School and enlisted into the United States Marine
Corps,drawn by duty to serve his country in World War II.
During a special recognition held at the Murray Board of
Education Wednesday night,Ed Harrell received an honorable high
school diploma.
Harrell and his wife, Ola Mae, had been invited under the pretense of delivering a presentation about veterans and his experiences on the U.S.S. Indianapolis.
MISD Superintendent Bob Rogers broke the news to a gathered
crowd of students and media, just moments after Ola Mae - a
Cathey in her early days - had asked a simple question.
"Why are all of these people here" she said.
"The main reason we invited you tonight is that we wanted to
award you your high school diploma from the class of 1944."
Rogers announced. "When the principal calls your name. Mr.
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Photo by Amy Wallot, Kentucky Department of Education
Holly Bloodworth, a third-grade teacher at Murray Elementary School, accepts her award
Wednesday morning as the 2014 Kentucky Teacher of the Year at the Kentucky State Capitol
in Frankfort. Presenting her the award are, from left, Kentucky Education and Workforce
Development Secretary Thomas 0. Zawacki, Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear and Ashland Inc.
Chairman and CEO Jim O'Brien.

EDWARD MARLOWE I Ledger 8. Times
Pictured from left, MISD Superintendent Bob Rogers
embraces Ed Harrell during a special-called board meeting
on Wednesday night. A survivor from the sinking of the
U.S.S. Indianapolis during World War II, Harrell was presented with an honorary high school diploma from Murray
High School.

Congress, House agree;
shutdown over
By DAVID ESPO
AP Special Correspondent

TH

WASHINGTON (AP) — Up against a deadline, Congress
passed and sent a waiting President Barack Obama legislation
late Wednesday night to avoid a threatened national default and
end the I6-day partial government shutdown,the culmination of
an epic political drama that placed the U.S. economy at risk.
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Thursday: Mostly sunny
with scattered sprinkles before
1 p m. A high near 62. Calm
wind becoming west northwest around 6 mph in the
morning.
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Smith named United Way executive director
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urray
Elementary
School
third-grade
teacher
Holly
Bloodworth was named 2014
Kentucky Teacher of the Year
Wednesday in Frankfort.
Bloodworth has taught for 27
years, all but two at MES. She
was first notified that she had
been named Elementary School
Teacher of the Year in the competition overseen by the
Kentucky
Department of
Education and Ashland Inc.
Then came the overall award.
"I was really shocked,"
Bloodworth said Wednesday
morning when reached at a
reception that followed the ceremony inside the Capitol
Rotunda. Kentucky Gov. Steve
Beshear
and
Kentucky
Commissioner of Education Dr.
Terry Holliday were in attendance for that ceremony, along
with Ashland Chairman and
CEO Jim O'Brien.
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By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
Trey Smith, of Gilbertsville, has
been unanimously selected by The
United Way of Murray-Calloway
County board of directors as the new
executive director for the organization.
The announcement follows, a special-called meeting by the board on
Tuesday, in which a vote was taken

and an offer extended to Smith for the
position - an offer in which he has
accepted.
"He is everything we could have
hoped to find in the right candidate to
take on the leadership of our organization," said Tina Bernot, board chair for
The United Way. "While he has
worked in this region for years, I am
excited to get him fully immersed into
our wonderful community. He is the

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

"Puss in Boots." It tells the story of Shrek.
The cast has been working hard on the
an ogre who just wants to be left alone but show and is excited to present it starting
whose peace is disrupted when dozens of Friday.
One of the most popular animated movies fairy tale characters invade his swamp after
"When I'm telling people that we're doing
of all time comes to life this weekend at being evicted from their land by the villain- 'Shrek the Musical,' they're already kind
Playhouse in the Park with "Shrek the ous Lord Farquaad. Shrek later agrees to excited about it because they love the
Musical."
Farquaad's bidding and goes on a quest to movie, so they're excited to see it come to
The "Shrek" movie was released in 2001 save Princess Fiona from her tower in hopes life on stage," said Brad Brauser, who plays
and eventually spawned three sequels, sev- that the quest will achieve the solitude he
eral television specials and a spin-off movie, desires.

•See Page 3

Ft. Heiman
to host second
Ghost Walk
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Followers of Civil War history will have the chance to see
some of its participants brought
back to life Saturday night
when Sons of Confederate
Veterans Fort Heiman Camp
1834 hosts its second annual
Ghost Walk.
Sandy Forrest, member of
Camp 1834 and event organizer, said Saturday's renewal of
the Ghost Walk is scheduled for
6:30 to 9 p.m. inside Murray
City Cemetery along Chestnut
Street. Cost is $10 per person
with children 12 and under
admitted free.

IN See Page 2

HAVVKINS TEAGUE / Ledger 8, Times
MEET YOUR LEGISLATORS: State Rep. Kenny Imes, center, speaks to a small crowd
gathered Wednesday at the Calloway County Public Library's annual meet-and-greet with
elected officials. Pictured seated are Murray Mayor Bill Wells, right, and County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins, and pictured standing are county magistrates Eddie Clyde Hale,
left, and Connie Morgan. Several city council members were also in attendance at the
event, which is held each year so constituents can speak to lawmakers about the importance of the public library.
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`Shrek' musical opens Friday at Playhouse in the Park
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type of leader that our organization
needs as we strive to improve the
health and wellness, educational
opportunities and financial well-being
of Murray and Calloway County."
Smith was most recently heavily
involved with the Boy Scouts of
America, holding the title of senior
district executive and district director
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Welcome Bock Alumni!
Relive the Glory Days with
Liquor, Wine and Beer from
All in Good Spirits!
1203 Chestnut Street
Behind Pocket's Shell
Next to Dan's.
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\Iufrds I
years under my belt, and I just
felt like it was time to move
upward."
From Front
Having worked with volunteers since his early days as a
within
the
Lincoln park ranger for the Tennessee
Heritage/Shawnee
Trails State Parks, Smith said he
Council before accepting the believes he is a natural fit for this
offer from the board.
position and is ready to continue
"Fired up" and "ready to get to the good work and strong vision
work," Smith said he enjoys The United Way has already probeing a part of organizations that vided in the Calloway County
make a difference, and when the community.
chance to work with an umbrella
According to his resume,
non-profit organization came up, Smith's most recent accomplishhe just couldn't pass it up
ments within local Scouting
"When the Lincoln Heritage include a 70 percent membership
and Shawnee Trails councils increase of nine local counties
merged, 1 was in charge of (from 485 in 2005 to almost
fundraising. membership and 1.300 in 2013).returning the area
volunteer drives,- Smith said. "I to National Quality District starealized then I wanted to work tus from 2007 to 2011 and
with
another organization. receiving the "District Executive
expanding these same facets I'm Extraordinaire" award in 2011.
the longest tenured Scouting pro
Smith's first day at The United
fessional in this area with eight Way. is Oct. 28.
er at the prospect of an end to
the crisis that also had threatened to shake confidence in the
U.S. economy overseas.
From Front
Republicans conceded defeat
The Senate voted first, a after a long struggle. "We
bipartisan 81-18 at midevening. fought the good fight. We just
That cleared the way for a final didn't win." conceded House
285-144 vote in the RepublicanSpeaker John Boehner as lawcontrolled House about two
makers lined up to vote on a bill
hours later on the legislation,
that includes nothing for GOP
which hewed strictly to the
lawmakers who had demand to
terms Obama laid down when
eradicate or scale back Obama's
the twin crises erupted more
signature health care overhaul.
ago.
weeks
than three
"The compromise we reached
The legislation would permit
provide our economy with
will
the Treasury to borrow normally
through Feb. 7 or perhaps a the stability it desperately
month longer,and fund the gov- needs," said Senate Majority
ernment through Jan. 15. More Leader Harry Reid. declaring
than 2 million federal workers that the nation "came to the
would be paid — those who had brink of disaster" before sealing
remained on the job and those an agreement.
Senate Republican leader
who had been furloughed.
McConnell, who negotiMitch
the
After the Senate approved
measure,Obama hailed the vote ated the deal with Reid. emphaand said he would sign it imme- sized that it preserved a round of
diately after it reached his desk. spending cuts negotiated two
"We'll begin reopening ourgov- years ago with Obama and
ernment immediately and we Democrats. As a result, he said.
can begin to lift this cloud of "government spending has
uncertainty from our businesses declined for two years in a row"
for the first time since the
and the American people."
Later, in the House, Rep. Korean War. "And we're not
Harold Rogers, R-Ky., said, going back on this agreement,"
"After two long weeks,it is time he added.
to end this government shutOnly a temporary truce, the
down. It's time to take the threat measure set a time frame of
of default off the table. It's time early next winter for the next
to restore some sanity to this likely clash between Obama and
place."
the Republicans over spending
The stock market surged high- and borrowing.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
WALK TO SCHOOL DAY: An estimated 350 students, parents, faculty members and community leaders braved a
Wednesday morning rainfall to participate in the annual
National Walk to School Day festivities at Murray Middle
School. MMS teacher Ted Booth, organizer of the event, said
this marks the fourth year the school has observed the activity, which promotes both exercise and school safety. In addition, the group was accompanied by members of the Murray
State University cheerleading and football squads, including
head football coach Chris Hatcher.

From Front
Harrell, if you'll come forward
the board members will present
you your diploma."
In front of the MISD board and
officiated by MHS Principal
Teresa Speed, Harrell crossed the
floor and took his leatherbound
diploma.
It was a ritual in which he had
never been able to take part.
"This is a surprise," Harrell
said. "I knew I was supposed to
come tonight. And how do I
come'? Come as you are."
The process of obtaining his
high school diploma began with a
story from Murray Ledger &
'fumes reporter John Wright. who
had interviewed Harrell in late
May following his presentation
to the Murray Rotary Club.
It was there Wright learned of
Harrell's high school incompletion,and it was then he decided to
do something about it.
"There was a part at the end of
his presentation about how he
had left Murray High in 1943
and — I don't know what happened inside — but, at that
moment. 1 said to myself,

'You've always wanted to do
something for someone like this
and this may be your chance right
here,— Wright said.
Following his suspicions.
Wright was able to confer with
Harrell and discover he had never
received his diploma from
MHS — setting everything in
motion for Wednesday night.
Through positive collaboration
with the MISD, the Ky. Dept. of
Military Affairs. the Ky. Dept. of
Veterans Affairs and local veteran
Mark Kennedy from American
Legion Post 73, Wright said it all
finally came together for this special moment.
For most, a high school diploma is a rite of passage. giving
honor to years of schooling
before being eschewed into the
next steps of adulthood.
For Ed and Ola Mae Harrell,
however, the diploma was a
reminder of a young love just
blossoming before the calls of
war rang true.
"We met in the doors of the
(MHS) gym. and the sparks
flew." she said, herself a graduate
of the MHS class of '44. "It is
such an honor and a joy for someone — an entire community — to
do this for my husband."

Independent School District
who also attended the ceremo
ny."We were pretty tickled and
proud when the announcement
From Front
was made. She's a good repreBloodworth received $10,000 sentative for all of our teachand a commemorative crystalers."
glass bowl. In addition, the
"Our best hope for the future
will
Education
Department of
to prepare each of our chil
is
provide a sabbatical or suitable
for a life of promise in this
dren
alternative for Bloodworth. who
competitive and increashighly
in
state
also will represent the
sophisticated
world," Gov.
ingly
of
Teacher
National
the 2014
"Our
said.
teachers are
Beshear
the Year competition.
are
who
called, day
ones
the
"1 didn't realize how big this
perform
to
day,
heroic
after
announcethe
was. Ever since
ment. I've had people grab me tasks in the classroom — to contelling me. 'We've got to get vey knowledge, train, inspire,
you ready for you national plat- mentor, awaken curiosity and
form,' and I had someone from show our children not only how
the KDE tell me,'We're going to learn but to think. As I look
to help get you a media consult- out over today's honorees, I feel
ant.' I'm like, 'Media consult- confident that we have the right
ant?' It's all kind of surreal right people on the job."
now."
"I feel like I'm doing some of
Bloodworth was first named my best teaching right now, and
one of 24 teachers from across it's because of my experience,"
Kentucky to receive Ashland Bloodworth said."I love what I
Inc. Teacher Achievement
do. I still like to learn and I think
awards in August. Earlier this
that comes from the wisdom
month,she was included in a list
I've gained in those years."
of 10 semifinalists overall and
Bloodworth currently teaches
one of three finalists for the
grade at MES and has prethird
Elementary honor.
taught at both the
viously
"I'm just thrilled. It is quite an
and first-grade levkindergarten
it's
really.
and,
honor for Holly
quite an honor for all of our els. Her other two years were
Murray
at
State
teachers," said Bob Rogers. spent
University.
superintendent of the Murray

From Front
"It's just a chance to-.show
people what Murray was like
back then." Forrest said
Wednesday, noting that it is
believed that the remains of 37
veterans who represented the
Confederate States of America
during the Civil War are buried
at Murray City Cemetery. "We
just try to take local people that
lived here and just bring them to
life and we try to do as much
research as we can about the
persons portrayed."
Members of Camp 1834, as
well as members of the United
Woman of the Confederacy will
play the parts Saturday. Forrest
said seven stops will be offered
for visitors.
Forrest said this will be similar to events Fort Heiman Camp

members have attended over the
years in Mayfield and Paducah.
He said the inspiration for
bringing Ghost Walk to Murray.
though, came from an event in
Nashville, Tenn.
"Every year they have one in
Mount Olive Cemetery where
several Confederate soldiers are
buried and that one is huge.
They actually hire actors from
an acting school there to portray
those individuals," he said. "So
we were discussing ideas one
day last year and decided,'Hey!
Why can't we do something like
that?'
"You don't ad lib with something like this. You do your
research and try to be as factual
as you can. Some,like I had last
year, only last a paragraph or
two. There are others, though,
that are much longer."

BREAST CANCER AWARENESS I MAMMOGRAMS

he earlier breast cancer is found, the better. Although a topic of much
debate,the American Cancer Society still recommends annual breast cancer screenings for women older than 40.

T

Mammography is a screening
and diagnostic tool that uses
low-energy X-rays to examine
the breast. Screening mammograms are used to check for
breast cancer, as they are effective in detecting tumors that
cannot be felt.
Diagnostic mammograms are
used to check for breast cancer
after a lump or other symptom
has been found.
MAMMOGRAMS
mammogram.
a
During
breasts are compressed between
two firm surfaces in order to
spread out the tissue for the opti-

mum X-ray image capturing.
Doctors then analyze the blackand-white images to detect
changes and cancer.
Mammograms play a vital role
in early breast cancer detection,
as many studies have shown.
The recent findings of the
longest-running mammogram
study ever completed found that
screenings cut breast cancer
deaths by 30 percent. saving
more than 20.000 lives every
year.

women be screened with an
MRI along with mammograms.
This population makes up less
than two percent of all women
in the United States and is comprised of women who may face
an increased risk for breast cancer because of family history, a
genetic tendency or other related factors.
Women are urged to talk with
their doctors about their history
to help guide their individualized screening strategy.

FURTHER ADVICE
The American Cancer Society
also recommends that some

Pictured, right. is MurrayHospital
Calloway County
employee Gerry Arnett.
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
After a hearing Wednesday,
the Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments voted to declare a
proposed residential planned
development project at 807 and
809 Coldwater Road compatible with the area.
According to the report from
EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
the city's planning staff, Tung
An extensive Mesozoic Era display is just one of the many
and Giao Dinh own the properattractions visitors will be privy to when the Discovery Park of
ty at at 807 and 809 Coldwater
America opens to the public at 10 a.m. on Nov. 1 in Union
Road, which is two separate
City, Tenn. A soft VIP opening was held on Oct. 15 to thank
tracts of land. Quest Fitness
contributers - most especially the Kirkland Foundation - for
Center is located on the north
tract at 809 Coldwater Road,
a project nearly 10 years in the Making.
and Tung Dinh is proposing to
add some residential apartments
to both lots. The development is
being reviewed as a planned
development project (PDP)
because multiple buildings
would be developed on each lot
and because of the proposed
residential use in a business
zoning district, the report said.
The back portion of the property was rezoned from R-2(single family residential) to B-I
(neighborhood business) in
2006. At the time, the Dinhs
had planned to build the fitness
center at 809 Coldwater Road
and possibly a day care center
at 807 Coldwater Road. They
did not move forward with the
EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
One particular exhibit — the three-horned Triceratops and the daycare center, and are now
proposing to add some residenpredatory Tyrannosaurus Rex — sits underneath a glass-covtial apartments to both lots.
ered half-geodesic dome. In the backdrop is a replica of an
The site plan indicates adding
1800s homestead, complete with 15 log structures and a four buildings with a total of 28
wooden fence — all made by hand.
units. This would include 20
two-bedroom units and eight
one-bedroom units, totaling 48
bedrooms. Three of the proposed residential buildings
would be situated in the green
space along the front of the
properties. and the fourth building would be located directly
Fronting nearly $80 million
By EDWARD MARLOWE
across from the fitness center.
up front and a continued gift of
Staff Writer
There are 118 existing parkFor more than five years,driv- $3 million for the next 20 years ing spaces that were initially
ers north and southbound on ($2 million for operations, $1
provided for the fitness center
U.S. Route 51 have watched the million for new exhibits). and the proposed daycare center
Discovery Park of America rise Kirkland said he wanted to cre- with a total of 60 spaces being
brick by brick in the middle of a ate a facility that could provide required for the two businesses.
Union City, Tenn., cornfield.
education for all ages and make Additional parking for the resiAt 10 a.m. on Nov. 1, they'll it affordable to all families in dential units would be provided
be able to turn in and explore the immediate area.
behind the three buildings at the
the near-$100 million 50-acre
While the facility and grounds front of the property.
facility in full, as the long- may look out of place in rural
awaited attraction opens to the west Tennessee. Kirkland said it
public following a ribbon cut- was anything but, avoiding
ting at the site.
locations such as Chicago,
Replete with hands-on activi- Atlanta. St. Louis and Nashville
ties. vivid displays.lush gardens
for a reason.
and intricate paths. Discovery
"We're less than 24 hours
Park of America was built as a
from 95 percent of the U.S. popplace where — as CEO Jim
ulation east of the Rocky
Rippy put it — history,entertainMountains." he said. "We have
ment and education could cona
strong workforce here and
verge into one area in Obion
citizens."
educated
County.
building on the
central
The
"We expect people to have the
time of their lives," Rippy said grounds features 10 galleries
in a press conference on and includes an earthquake simTuesday."Early on,I had some- ulator, a 20,000-gallon aquaribody say to me,'1 want to meet um showcasing Reelfoot Lake,
an interactive starship theater
the nut who's behind this.—
120-foot tower with a glass
and
Robert
E.
The "nut" is
Kirkland, an Obion County elevator.
A complete story will run in
native, who along with his wife,
Jenny,formed the Robert E. and our 2013 winter edition of In
Our Backyard.
Jenny D. Kirkland Foundation.

Discovery Park to open
in Union City, Tenn.

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger 8. Times

Shrek, played by Brad Brauser, is pictured giving up on trying talk a throng of fairy tale characters into leaving his swamp. Playhouse in the Park presents "Shrek the Musical" Friday
through Nov. 3.

From Front
Shrek.
Jeff Miller plays Donkey, who becomes Shrek's
sidekick despite the fact that the ogre finds him
extremely annoying at first. It is a very physical
role, and Miller said he had bruised himself plenty while jumping and rolling around on stage during rehearsals.
"The energy that I have to put out in this show
is phenomenal, but that's what makes it so much
fun because it's just completely out there — full
bore," he said.
Jake Hunter plays Farquaad, who acts like a dictator toward his subjects because of his insecurity
over his short stature. Hunter said he was shocked
when Cope offered him the role and has a great
time playing it. Joanne Robertson plays Fiona and
said one of the enjoyable aspects of her character
is that she is so "kooky" because she has been
locked in a tower since she was young and hasn't
been around other people much.
Playhouse Executive Director Lisa Cope, who is
also directing "Shrek," said Playhouse will be one
of the first community theaters in the country to
get the rights to produce it, and it is one of the
biggest productions the organization has ever put
on. It has a large cast, many costumes and extensive makeup work. Because of this, she and the
crew started planning the logistics for it months
ago, and she said there have been very few problems to come up, so the preparation appears to
have paid off.
"We've been working on it for months and
months and months." Cope said. "Really, the star
of this show is the crew. It's amazing what they've
done. It's a cast of 45, so they've costumed 45

people with kind of extraordinary costumes.
These are not your everyday costumes where you
can run off to the storage facility and grab 10
skirts."
Cope said probably the most impressive feat has
been constructing the pink dragon that guards
Princess Fiona and falls in love with Donkey. Pam
Rockwell spent more than 200 hours making the
dragon, losing count at that number but guessing
she spent another 50 or 60 after that to finish it.
She used materials like PVC pipe, styrofoam
swimming noodles, chicken wire, paper mache,
nuts, bolts, hinges and fabric. Because so few
community theaters have attempted to produce
"Shrek" at this point. Rockwell didn't have much
on which to base her design, so she just tried to
base it on how the dragon looked in the movie and
what her specifications from Cope were.
"She needed to be at least 18 feet long; I think
she ended up being 19," Rockwell said. "She
needed to have eyes that blinked so she could flirt
with Donkey,and she needed to have a mouth that
could open and close so she could sing,and then
really wanted her to have wings that flapped so it
would look like she was flying."
Cope said the great thing about the show is that
as entertaining as it is, it comes with a valuable
message of not judging people by their appearance.
"Shrek has this great line about ogres being like
onions because they have layers," Cope said."All
people see is the outside layer,and they think he's
ugly and stupid and mean and all these things, and
they don't really take the trouble to peel away the
layers to see what's on the inside."
The show will play at 7 p.m. Fridays and
Saturdays and at 2:30 p.m. Sundays. It runs Oct.
18 through Nov. 3. For tickets, visit www. playhouseinthepark.net or call 759-1752.
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DOWNTOWN PADUCAH

Prosecutors review shooting
of stepfather in Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Prosecutors are reviewing a
case of a teenager who shot his
stepfather in the abdomen after
he walked in on a fight between
his parents.
County
McCracken
Attorney
Commonwealth's
Raymond McGee told The
Paducah Sun no decisions have
been made about 19-year-old
Antonio Bryant's case.
Paducah police detective Sgt.
Brian Laird says Bryant told
officers he heard his parents

arguing in another room at 1
a.m. Tuesday. Bryant told
detectives that he saw his stepfather, Salaam Muhammad,
mother,
Bryant's
pinning
Shataka Muhammad, to the
wall. Bryant said he tried to stop
his stepfather, then went to
another room to get a handgun.
Laird says Bryant told police
his stepfather turned on him and
he shot Salaam Muhammad
once.
Salaam Muhammad was in
stable condition at Lourdes.

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY, OCT. 20• 1- 3 p.m.
218 Woodlawn Avenue
Murray, KY
Adorable home located near Murray State
University Loads of curb appeal with
white picket fence The: home features a
large living room with gas log fireplace
Formal dining area with hard wood flooring. Spacious kitchen Nice deck for entertaming and fenced backyard. This would
be a great rental property $111,900

Contact Angelis Fry
for Riser, information at

(270)227-2136
301 N. 12th St.
,
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When your child
bullies (Part 5)
This is the fifth article in
a series for parents/guardians
that focus on helping their
child who bullies. I hope you
find the following additional
suggestions helpful.
• Ask your child to monitor her behavior and report
back to you. You may even
ask her to keep a journal or
notebook of her positive and
negative interactions with others. Ask her to record her
response to the negative interactions. Tell her you will be
reviewing the journal with
her to discuss the content.
• When you see your child
exhibiting sensitivity, kindness, and empathy reward her
with a special privilege.
• Role-play situations
where your child might
respond inappropriately.
• Make sure your discipline style is not too permissive or too aggressive.
•Examine your own behavior. Are you modeling overly aggressive behavior? Are
you bullying your child? Do
you frequently criticize your
child? Do you use your words
to build people up, to encourage and support others, or
do you cut people down with
your words?
• Ask an older child or
young adult who has good
morals to mentor your child.
• Make sure you have set
realistic behavioral change
goals for your child and given
her time to change.
• If the bullying happened
at school, you should talk to
school personnel and let them
know that you are aware of
your child's behavior and that
she is willing to improve (if
this is the truth).
• At the meeting, review
your child's situation. Discuss who is involved; what
has happened; the dates,times,
and locations of the events;
who seems to be the victim
or victims; who are witnesses; and so on. Explain your
understanding that some of
the information may need to
be confirmed and the accuracy checked. Express that you
are concerned about your
child's behavior and that you
need the school's assistance
to help her change her behavior.
• After the meeting, send
a letter to the teacher thanking her again for meeting
with you. The letter should
also list the agreed-on actions
to be taken and the date and
time of the follow-up meeting to develop a plan of

action. If
you wish,
send
a
of
copy
the letter
to the principal.
However,
make sure
are
you
complimentary of
By Allan L.
the Beane, Ph.D.
teacher's
President, Bully
profes- Free Systems, LLC
sionalism.
sensitivity.
and concern, if this seems
appropriate.
• If it appears that the
teacher is unable to help your
child, even after two or three
revisions of the plan of action,
schedule a meeting with the
principal. Explain that the
teacher has been professional and cooperative, but needs
some assistance. Ask the principal to make a commitment
to take action and ask her
to recommend the next steps.
If you agree on the steps,
ask for a time frame in which
they will be implemented.
Then schedule a follow-up
meeting with the principal to
discuss the effectiveness of
the implementation and what
should be done next.
• Ask for the appropriate
school personnel to assist you
in applying consequences for
inappropriate behavior and to
reward appropriate behavior
seen in your child.
• As strategies are implemented,, schedule follow-up
appointments with the appropriate school personnel to
assess whether action taken
by the school has been successful. Try to be patient, but
expect action to be taken by
the school in a timely manner. Seriously consider any
suggestions school personnel
give you. Expectations at
home need to be consistent
with expectations at school.
• Ask that there be an
adult to whom your child can
talk every day to give an
update on her behavior.
The next series of articles
will focus on workplace bullying.
Allan L. Beane, PhD. is
President of Bully Free SysLLC,
tems,
www.bullyfreecorn,(270)2270431. located in Murray. This
column is the eighth part of
a series that will continue in
the coming weeks.
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"Oh dear!" said the Speaker,"You did not like our game...
Oh dear! What a shame! What a shame! What a Shame!"
Then he shut up the Things in their box nice and tight,
And said,"We'll be back for the NEXT budget fight!"
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Sign the pledge for Ky. Safe Schools Week
with her hands on hips as if
someone might be fixing to contradict her, Karen wails."Whoa.
baby! You may be the one
who helps cure world peace.
You might teach the child who
does that. You light their fire!"
Karen McCuiston is a force
of nature. As a presenter, she
is a combination of Lucille
Ball and Minnie Pearl, with
the physicality of Carol Burnett thrown into the mix, but
her purpose is not to entertain. She intends to make an
impression on these future
teachers, encouraging them to
enter the profession for the
right reasons, with their eyes
opened.
"You'll never get paid
enough," she announces matter-of-factly. "If your reasons
to be a teacher are wrong.
there's the door. If you're not
here for the love of the children. there's the door." When
no one takes the bait, she
moves to the next part of her
presentation.
In August 1997. McCuiston
had taken a brand-new job in
McCracken County. Her position at the board office entailed
Public Relations and grant writing. By Thanksgiving, she still
wasn't sure there was a comfortable fit, but then coming
back to work the day after the

"How many of you have
always wanted to be a teacher?"
The audience does not respond.
It is first thing Monday morning, after all, and they are not
sure how to react to Karen
McCuiston,director of the Kentucky Center for School Safety.
Despite the lack of reaction, Ms. McCuiston is not
cowed.
She steps closer to the first
row of seats in the auditorium and repeats her question.
adding, "Come on!" When a
few timid hands finally are
_raised, Karen is gleeful. "I love
when I see that light go on,"
she roars.
The first-year students in
the College of Education shift
in their seats. Eyes that
moments ago had struggled
against sleep, were suddenly
opened wide. Now that she
has their attention, her voice
fades to a whisper. The kids
lean forward to catch every
word.
"If you continue on the path
that you're on, you'll have the
best job in the world." She pauses and searches the young faces
before her. "You know what
teachers do? They shape the
next generation. They change
the culture."
Now grinning triumphantly.

holiday
break,
everything
changed.
She had
not been at
desk
her
long
very
that morning
when word
came in that
had Main Street
there
a By Constance
been
Alexander
at
shooting
Heath High Ledger & Times
Columnist.
School. A
eight
of
total
students had
been shot by another student,
a freshman, and three girls
died. —This was the change
of everything," Karen said.
Remembering the day of
tragedy. December I, Karen
the
recalled
McCuiston
onslaught of national media.
the shattered lives of students
and families. "Our lobby was
a crime scene," she explained,
her voice still registering a
hint of disbelief."Every teacher
felt guilty."
When Karen McCuiston
talks about bullying, she is
serious. "It's a gateway to violence," she declares. "Bullying is the core. We have to
respect one another."
By now, her voice is loud-

er. She whisks a tear from the
corner of her eye. There is a
collective breath of relief from
her spellbound listeners.
The message is clear as she
recites essential facts about
bullying. Safety is part of
Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs,
and the need to ensure every
aspect of student safety is a
sacred responsibility of teachers. Quoting Senate Bill 8 and
House Bill 354. Karen McCuiston explained that every school
is required to have an emergency plan that includes identification of safe zones. Special drills are supposed to be
implemented so that everyone
knows the procedures.
This year's School Safety
Week is Oct. 20-26, and Karen
McCuiston urges everyone to
go online to take the pledge
against bullying. STOP! Is the
acronym for 2013, featuring
the key words of Safety. Teamwork, Opportunity, and Power.
Join with Karen McCuiston
and thousands of people of all
ages around the state who have
already signed the pledge. Log
on to kysafeschools.orgissvv.php
for more information.
Read Main Street online at
www.murraykdgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@twc.com
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One teacher's influence
Pauline Sherwood Townsend
came to teach in the School
of Expression at the Belmont
College for Young Women in
1903, and when she retired in
1939 from Ward-Belmont College for Women, one of the
most prestigious schools for
women in the nation, she had
"shaped the curriculum in
and
expression, produced
directed many plays, festivals,
and pageants, and taught thousands of young women to present themselves vocally and
physically with self-confidence
and power."
Townsend was a force in
the classroom and in her studio, the most beautiful faculty office on the gorgeous Belmont campus. once the antebellum plantation estate of
Adelicia Acklen, one of the
wealthiest women in America
before and after the Civil War.
The Ward-Belmont "Hyphen,"
the student yearbook, .praised
Townsend for her long hours
assisting students and for providing courses that benefited
not only "Expression students,"
but also "students of all levels," students simply wanting
to learn "the more utilitarian
development" of"poise of body

and refinement of speech that
will serve in the home, on the
street, or in the literary club."
"commanding
Townsend's
presence" could at once attract
and terrify her students.
One of her later Ward-Belmont students remembered her
presence in striking detail: "She
didn't quite sweep into a room
— because she was physically handicapped and moved with
difficulty — but her personality was so powerful, her spirit so indomitable, her manner
so dramatic, that she swept
her audience, whoever it might
be, into the distant background."
"Miss Townsend had a theatrical flair that enabled her
to disguise her handicap so
well you forgot it in no time,"
the student remembered. "Her
dresses were always floorlength, black or navy blue,
trimmed in spotless white, with
full gathered skirts that
swooshed when she moved so
you couldn't be certain if she
was shuffling her feet along
or lifting them up or down.
But her appearance above the
waist was so striking your eyes
were galvanized."
According to the student,

"she had a
handsome
patrician
and
face,
gloriously
thick, snow
white hair.
which she
wore piled
high in a bun
on the top of
Home and
head.
her
Away
She had an
By James
enormous
Duane Bolin
bosom,and a Ledger & Times
back
as
Columnist
straight as a
board. She
carried herself with an authority that demanded absolute
respect." And when she spoke,
the student remembered that
"her own voice was a perfectly tuned instrument, which she
played with virtuoso skill, so
that even a slight inflection
could create a mood or convey an idea."
Townsend's student who
femembered her teacher so
vividly
also
became
Townsend's most famous student. After such an extended
mesmerizing experience with
Townsend. Sarah Ophelia Colley wished only to be a "great

and
dramatic
actress."
Townsend worked with her to
that end by holding her to
"very exacting standards." Colley never reached her personal goal, but she never forgot
the night of her recital in
Townsend's studio,"a triumph."
that was also "a strange presentiment of other nights to
come."
The millions who heard Colley as Minnie Pearl "on radio,
television, recordings, or in
live performances" just never
knew that behind her signature greeting, "Howdee; I'm
just so proud to be here," were
hours and hours of voice training and practice spent in the
studio of Pauline Sherwood
Townsend, the most renowned
expression instructor in the
United States, or in her room
at Ward-Belmont. the most
famous school for young
women in the South.
Duane Bolin is a professor
of history at Murray State University. His history of Belmont
University will appear in 2014.
Contact Duane at jholinemurraystate.edu.
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Ilene "Jenny.' Winsjansen, 82, of Murray, Ky., formerly of
Ferndale, Mich., died Tuesday, Oct. IS. 2013, at her daughter's
home.
She was born Aug. 14, 1931, in Cullman. Ala., to the late W.G.
and Nora Burnett Cook. She was a retired secretary with a teen ranch in Southfield, Mich. She
was a member of the Tabernacle Baptist Church in
Hazel Park, Mich.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by her husband, Bruce Winsjansen; four sisters; and five brothers.
Mrs. Winsjansen is survived by four daughters,
Bonnie Ellis, of Murray, Noreen Siress and husband, Nate, of Troy, Mich., Sheila Hansen, of
Winsjansen Tigard. Ore., and Jan Newbery and husband.
Darrin, of Davison. Mich.; one son, Craig
Winsjansen,of Sidney. Australia; and five grandchildren, Ruth Ann
Ferguson, of Murray. Joe Ferguson, of Murray, Ryan Ferguson, of
Murray, Rachel Siress. of Troy. Mich., and Jada Newbery, of
Davison, Mich.
A memorial service will be held at II a.m. Saturday, Nov. 2.2013.
at the Tabernacle Baptist Church in Hazel Park, Mich.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice House Building Fund. 803 Poplar St..
Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Local arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Thomas Hugh Palmer
Thomas Hugh Palmer, 90, of Kirksey. Ky., died at 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday. Oct. 16, 2013, at his home.
He was born Feb. 26, 1923, in Kirksey to the late Alfred Edward
and Alta May (James) Palmer. He was a member of Kirksey United
Methodist Church, was the retired owner of Palmer Dairy Farm,
worked for 15 years at Murray Lumber Co., and was a U.S. Army
Veteran.
Mr. Palmer was married on Aug. 24, 1940,to Imogene (Drinkard)
Palmer; she preceded him in death on May 13, 2012. He was also
preceded in death by a daughter. Carolyn Leslie; granddaughter.
Beth Leslie Fielder; sister, Christelle Palmer; and four brothers,
Lowell. Raymond, Kenneth and Curtis Palmer.
He is survived by his daughter. Aileen Leslie and
husband, the Rev. Dan Leslie, of Kirksey; four
grandchildren, Bill Leslie and wife, Tracy. Allen
Leslie and wife, Michelle, Alison Chaney and husband, the Rev. Tim Chaney, and Emily Burks and
husband, Taylor; and seven great-grandchildren,
Frankie Leslie, James Fielder and wife, Crystal.
Tara Leslie. Rebecca Fielder, Chris Eldridge.
Ashley Barnard and husband. Gentry. and Jordan
Eldridge.
Palmer
Funeral services will be held at II a.m. Friday.
Oct. I 8,2013,at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home,with the Rev. David Allbritten and the Rev.
Kendrick Lewis officiating. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be held from 4-8 p.m. Thursday.
Oct. 17, 2013. at the funeral home.
Donations can be made to the Murray Calloway County Hospice
Fund at 803 Poplar St. Murray KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.
The number of times published or the length ofone or more of the
preceding obituaries extveds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.

Weapons inspectors
check 11 sites in Syria
(AP)
BEIRUT
International inspectors have
visited 11 sites linked to Syria's
chemical weapons program and
destroyed "critical equipment"
at six, the agency overseeing
the elimination of the country's
stockpile said Wednesday.
The team also supervised the
destruction of unloaded chemical weapons munitions,said the
the
for
Organization
Chemical
of
Prohibition
Weapons.
A joint OPCW-U.N. mission

is to eliminate Syria's chemical
weapons, precursor chemicals
and production facilities by
mid-2014. Syria is believed to
have some 1,000 metric tons of
blistering and nerve gas agents
and the inspectors have to visit
more than 20 sites, the OPCW
has said.
The team began operating in
Syria at the beginning of
October, and by last week, had
visited two sites. Wednesday's
update signaled a significant
progress in the team's work.

News in Brief
Pastor pleads not guilty in shootings
DANVILLE. Ky.(AP)- A pastor charged with shooting and
killing three people at a Danville pawn shop has pleaded not
guilty.
Kenneth Keith Allen,48,of Burnside entered the plea
Wednesday morning in Boyle District Court. Keith is charged with
shooting the owners of ABC Gold Games and More, 35-year-old
Michael Hockensmith and his wife,38-year-old Angela
Hockensmith, and a gold broker,60-year-old Daniel Smith of
Richmond.
All three were killed inside the shop on Sept. 20
Police say Keith was upset with the Hockensmiths and accused
them of hurting him financially.
Keith's attorneys say police have charged the wrong man in the
shootings.

Ky. Lottery announces changes
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Lottery players who take part in the
Mega Millions drawings will soon see changes in the game.
Kentucky Lottery officials say starting Oct. 22, minimum jackpots will increase from $12 million to $15 million and jackpots
will grow at least $5 million after each drawing where the jackpot
isn't won.
Mega Millions drawings will still consist of five white balls and
one Mega Ball. for a total of six winning numbers. Undera new
matrix, the number of white balls will increase to 75 and the number of Mega Balls will decrease to IS. The result will be overall
odds of just I in 15 to win any prize.
Kentucky Lottery CEO Arch Gleason says the expected increase
in players should boost the jackpots more quickly.

Police find two dead in home
GRAHAM.Ky. t AP,- Kentucky State Police troopers are
investigating the deaths of two people found shot and killed inside
a western Kentucky home.
Troopers told WBKO-TV in Bowling Green the man and woman
were found Tuesday afternoon in Graham in Muhlenberg County.
Troopers went to the house to conduct a welfare check.
The Muhlenberg County Coroner's Office pronounced both people dead at the scene.
Troopers say more information, including the names of the
deceased, will be provided kater.
The autopsy was scheduled for Wednesday at the State Medical
Examiner's Office in Madisonville.

State misspells sign over expressway
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Kentucky transportation officials are
finding out what's exactly in a name.
A sign for the Gene Snyder Expressway contained two letters
transposed. The errant sign briefly renamed the road the "Gene
Synder Expressway."
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet spokeswoman Andrea Clifford
told WAVE-TV in Louisville the formal name in the title isn't
something spell-check is going to catch if it is wrong.
Clifford says KYTC sends plan documents to an outside company to make the signs and a state employee simply typed the name
wrong.
Clifford says the misspelling will soon take an exit of its own.
KYTC will send an employee to fix the signs in the next few
days. switching the Y and the N. with minimal impact on traffic.

Brandenburg officer resigns
BRANDENBURG,Ky.(AP)- A Brandenburg police officer
facing an investigation involving a 15-year-old girl has resigned.
WLKY-TV in Louisville reported that Todd Matti is the subject
of an inquiry that also involves two former Kentucky State
Troopers. Jerry Clanton and Stratford Young. The details of the
investigation were not immediately known.
Matti. a three-year veteran of the department, has been on paid
leave.
Mayor David Pace says Matti is innocent until proven guilty,
and he said he hasn't ruled out Matti returning to the force.
No criminal charges have been filed.
Kentutky's attorney general appointed Jefferson County
Commonwealth's Attorney Torn Wine as a special prosecutor to
look into the case.

Pineville to ditch parking meters
A southeastern Kentucky city is ditchPINEVILLE, Ky.(AP)
ing its parking meters.
The Pineville City Council voted on Monday to remove the
coin-collecting meters from the city. Councilman Bo Bush backed
the concept. telling The Daily News the meters didn't look good
inside the city.
Main Street Pineville Director Jacob Roan added that an individual from the Small Business Administration came to town and one
of his biggest complaints was the parking meters.
Utility Manger Bill Bunch said he would have his men take up
the meters.

Please support the

Town Crier
• The Murray No. 2 Water
District will flush hydrants on
Saturday, Oct. 19, from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. Residents are
advised not to wash clothes.
For more information call
753-8061.
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Hotel guests in town this
weekend for Murray State
University homecoming festivities will have a first-time option
available.
Bjorn Hansen, executive
director of the Murray Calloway
Transit
Authority,
said
Wednesday that MCTA will be
offering a loop route to carry
guests at four of the city's northside hotels to MSU's Roy
Stewart Stadium Saturday.
Buses for the loop will run from
12:30-6:30 p.m., free of charge
to accommodate guests attending Tent City activities, as well
as the 3 p.m. football contest
between MSU and Austin Peay.
"As far as timewise. we think
we can have a bus arriving for
pickups every 17-20 minutes,"
said Hansen, who conducted a
test run during MSU's Parents
Weekend in September, which
included a football contest with
Missouri State at Stewart.
"We're doing this as a community service, plus we want to be
an asset to this community and,
from talking to both hotels and
others in the community, we
think there is a need for this.

"The hotels we've contacted
have also shown interest in
being part of this so we're really looking forward to seeing
how this is going to go."
Hotels that will be involved in
Saturday's loop run are the
Murray Plaza, Quality Inn.
Holiday Inn Expresss and Best
Western. Hansen said signage
will be positioned near the front
entrances of the lodging establishments, detailing the program.
In addition, he said MCTA has
been discussing the possibility
of hotel loop runs for other
events in the community in talks
with Tab Brockman, parks
superintendent for MurrayCalloway County Parks &
,Recreation, and Erin Carrico.
director for the Murray
Convention & Visitors Bureau.
"There is something happening literally every weekend here
so this is something to consider," said Robert Billington Jr.,
an ex-officio member of the
MCTA board, during its meeting Tuesday.

Ground employee arrested
in LA airport ice blasts
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A Department Deputy Chief
baggage handler has been Michael Downing, who heads
arrested following a police the department's counter-terrorinvestigation into two dry ice ism and special operations
explosions at Los Angeles bureau.
Swissport recently agreed to
International Airport.
Dicarlo Bennett. a 28-year-old acquire Servisair and the transemployee for the ground han- action is expected to close by
dling company Servisair. was the end of the year. An afterbooked Tuesday for possession hours message seeking comof a destructive device near an ment from Servisair was not
aircraft. He is being held on $1 immediately returned.
It wasn't immediately known
million bail.
Police had stepped up patrols what Bennett's motives were.
and increased its checks on but he was riding in a van with
employees after the blasts took several others, including a
place Sunday night and then supervisor, when he decided to
plant one of the dry ice bombs.
again Monday night.
Bennett took the dry ice from the official told The Associated
a plane and placed it in an Press. Those in the van were
employee restroom Sunday aware of the dry ice, the official
night and another device that said, but no other arrests have
was found on a tarmac outside been made.
The bombs were made by putthe international terminal,
according to a law enforcement ting dry ice in 20-ounce plastic
official briefed on the investiga- bottles and could have caused
tion who wasn't authorized to serious injury to anyone in close
/ proximity, Downing said.
speak publicly.
One device exploded in an
Police had previously said
they didn't believe the explo- employee men's room Sunday
sions were an act of terror night in Terminal 2. Remnants
because of the locations of the of an exploded bottle also were
devices and because people found that night on the tarmac
area near the Tom Bradley
weren't targeted.
International Terminal, but an
either
in
injured
No one was
incident, although some flights employee threw it away. The
same employee found an unexwere delayed Sunday.
The incidents could be the ploded bottle Monday evening
work of a disgruntled employee and then reported what he found
due to an internal labor dispute, the previous day.
said Los Angeles Police

- Accepting Applications STAFF WRITER / PHOTOGRAPHER
The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7,500-circulation.
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray.
Ky., is currently accepting applications for our files for
the position of Staff Writer / Photographer. This person's
responsibilities include covering meetings, breaking
news, writing feature stories, taking photographs.
assisting with layout, uploading items to the web and
other basic news reporter duties. A working knowledge
of Quark XPress and Adobe Photoshop is a plys
Proficiency with a 35mm camera also helpful. Work
schedule includes nights and weekends. A bachelor's
degree in journalism or communications is preferred
Send resume and clippings to: Greg Travis. editor, The
Murray Ledger & Times. 1001 Whitnell St.. Murray, KY
42071; or e-mail: edltor@murrayledger.com.
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1001 Whitnell Ave , Murray, KY 42071
Office Hours 8 a m to 5 p m Monday - Friday

- Help Wanted SPORTS WRITER / PHOTOGRAPHER
The Murray Ledger & Times. a 7.500-circulation.
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky, is currently accepting applications for a full-time
Sports Writer / Photographer. This person's responsibilities include covering sporting events, writing feature
stories, taking photographs, assisting with layout.
uploading items to the web and other basic reporter
duties A working knowledge of Quark XPress and
Adobe Photoshop is a plus. Proficiency with a 35mm
camera also helpful. Work schedule includes nights and
weekends. A bachelor's degree in journalism or communications is preferred Send resume and clippings to .
Ricky Martin, sports editor, The Murray Ledger & Times,
1001 Whitnell St., Murray, KY 42071. or e-mail:
sports@murrayledger.corn.
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MSU to
offer Project
Leadership
Workshop

MAG to host Empty Bowls

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University will
conduct its 5th Annual Project
Leadership Workshop on campus Wednesday. Nov. 6. Project
Leadership is an interactive
leadership workshop led by
MSU faculty and staff in conjunction with the Arthur J.
of
College
Bauernfeind
Business and the office of
recruitment.
The workshop, held in the
Curris Center, will begin with
registration from 8:30-9 a.m.
Registration is $5 per student
and includes lunch, a T-shirt
and materials for the day.
The first session will begin at
9 a.m., and the workshop will
conclude at 2 p.m.
Each school that registers
more than 10 students will
receive a $100 travel stipend
from the office of recruitment.
In addition to the sessions
offered for students, there will
be an advisers' session.
The Bauernfeind College of
Business will be awarding several scholarships at Project
Leadership. One $200 scholarship per school in attendance
will be awarded. Also, scholarships will be awarded to first(S200), second- ($100) and
third-($50)place winners of the
essay and case study competitions.
Deadline for registration is
Tuesday, Oct. 29. Call 8093585 to get registration forms
and information.
For additional information.
contact Stephanie Tony, Project
Leadership Workshop director,
at stottyCvmurraystate.edu or
809-4196.

The third annual Murray Art Guild Empty
Bowls Project will be held Friday,Oct. 18,from
5-7 p.m. A simple dinner of soup and bread will
be served in a handmade ceramic bowl as a
reminder of world hunger. All proceeds from
the event go to Murray's Need Line. For more
information visit www.murrayartguild.org or
email murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.

Datebook
Kala Dunn,
Community
editor

Health care info sessions offered

Photo provided

CREATIVE ARTS BAZAAR: Diane Taylor, left, co-chair of the Murray Woman's Club Creative
Arts Bazaar, recently spoke about the bazaar on the WNBS Breakfast Show with Pete
Lancaster, center, and Diana Thomason, right. Proceeds from this year's bazaar go to the
Annette Schmidt Scholarship in Visual Arts at Murray State University and to the
Murray/Calloway County K-12 Student Art Show. The event will be held Saturday. Oct. 26,
from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. at the clubhouse, 704 Vine Street.

A gospel singing featuring the LBL Four will be held Friday. Oct.
18, at 7 p.m. at Faith Tabernacle Church. 525 Peeler Road, three
miles east of Almo. For more information call 474-2772 or 2933424.

Salem Baptist to hold fall festival

Salem Baptist Church in Lynn Grove will have a fall festival
Friday, Oct. 18, from 5:30-8 p.m. There will be a chili contest and
lots of games for all. ages. For more information call 435-4576.
Philip Bazzell, pastor, invites the public to attend.

WATCH needs aluminum cans

The WATCH Center at 702 Main Street. Murray, needs aluminum
cans for a fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off anytime by
driving through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the
center and placing them in the cotton wagon.

Artisan Glass Guild to hold FallFest
Photo provided
Regional 4-H Forestry Field Day was held recently at the Murray State University Arboretum.
Calloway County 4-H members are pictured with their rosettes.

Students receive rosettes at field day
Special to the Ledger
Regional 4-H _Forestry Field
Day was held recently at the

iqz`17

tiiiersity divisions. In the senior division,
State
Murray
Arboretum. The 4-H youth Autumn Dean was third, Ben
learned tree identification, tree Thome/ was fourth. Marko
measurement, and compass and Vazquez placed fifth, and
pacing. Teams from Calloway, Deaona Rodman ranked eighth.
Caldwell, Crittenden, and In the junior division. Alex
Webster counties attended the Thome ranked second. Oskar
Vazquez placed third,and Olivia
event.
Ginni Mikulcik were
and
Calloway County 4-11 memseventh and ninth.
awarded
rosettes.
numerous
bers received
Mikulcik and Joza Kristopher Meyers finished
Erik
Mikulcik both placed first in all tenth. Cloverbud Taylor Meyer
three categories and were first also learned about trees and
overall in Junior and Senior their uses.

Members. of the Artisan Glass Guild will hold their annual
FallFest on Saturday, Oct. 19. at 2035 County Home Road. The
event will include baked goods and handcrafted items. The public
is invited to attend. For more information call (731) 336-8703.

Barrow-Crutcher reunion to be held
The Barrow-Crutcher reunion will be held Saturday, Oct. 19,
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at East Golden Pond Fire Hall, located on
Hwy. 68 west of Cadiz. Bring food and drinks. All relatives are
invited to attend. For more information contact Wanda Crutcher
Beasley at 761-1934 or 522-3967.

CCHS Class of'03 to hold reunion
The Calloway County High School Class of ?,003 v. ill hold its 10year reunion Saturday. Oct. 19, from 6-12 p.m. at the Murray
County' Club. Contact Brent Burchett at 519-8987 for more information.

Ham and bean fundraiser lunch set
The Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens/ Center. 607 Poplar St.,
will hold a ham and bean dinner fundraiser on Saturday. Oct. 19.
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the dining room. All proceeds will benefit the Senior Center.

Civil War Roundtable to be held

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Downtown Court Square

A Civil War Roundtable will be held Thursday, Oct. 17, at 7 p.m.
at the Stewart County Visitor's Center in Dover. Tenn. Rhea Cole
will present on "Signal Corps During the Civil War." The event is
free and open to the public.

THIS WEEK
PEARS,APPLES,PALL SQUASH,HOT & SWEET PEPPERS,
SWEET POTATOES,FRESH BAKED GOODS,PUMPKINS,
GOURDS,ONIONS,BEANS AND MUMS.

111.ARReT

Two free informational sessions titled "Around the Bend: A New
Day in Health Care" will be offered Thursday. Nov. 7.at the Weaks
Community Center,607 Poplar St. Sessions will be led by Carolyn
Franklin, Community Relations Representative with Kentucky
Health Cooperative,at 4 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. Franklin will talk about
the Affordable Care Act, Kynect, and Kentucky Health
Cooperative. The public is invited to attend: no RSVP necessary.
For accommodations contact Carissa at 753-7676 or
cjohnson@calky.org.

Faith Tabernacle to host singing

6a-eutday, OctoZet

ATURDAY

Free flu shots offered

Angels Community Clinic, 1005 Poplar St.,
will be offering free flu shots to uninsured residents of Calloway County on Wednesday. Oct.
23,from 2-4 p.m. To receive a flu shot call the clinic in advance at
759-2223.

LETTUCE EAT LOCAL.

Monster Dash 5K to be held
The North Elementary School Parent-Teacher Association will
host a Monster Dash 5K at the school on Saturday, Oct. 26.
Registration will be at 8 a.m. A I -mile fun run/walk will begin at
8:45 am.,and the 5K run will begin at 9 a.m. There will be a costume contest at 9:45 a.m. Pre-registration by Oct. 18 includes a Tshirt. For more information and an application form, visit the school
or see the North Calloway PTA Facebook page.

4‘,.
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46.....Ltentucky
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Active Parenting of Teens class set
fr—ot mot.e ;inrot.Aicze;on, c

A six-week series of Active Parenting. of Teens classes will be
held on Tuesdays beginning Nov. 5 from 5:30-8 p.m. at the
Calloway County Extension Office. The purpose of the class is to
provide parents with the information and skills necessary to help
their teens develop cooperation. courage, responsibility and selfesteem. For more information or to register call 753-1452.

159.9,11,4

Photo provided

ar er ‘e,

MAGAZINE CLUB: Presenters at the September meeting of
the Murray Magazine Club were Kay Ray: Kathie Pierce.
hostess, and Linda Kelly. The next meeting will be held at
Dumplin's on Thursday. Oct. 24, at 2 p.m.

ip

Merryman House has need for items
Special to the Ledger
Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office of Calloway
County has requested donations of items for clients who have been
displaced from their permanent homes due to violence. Many of
these individuals have children. Current items needed are kitchen
trash bags,toilet paper, paper towels,razors,feminine hygiene products.shampoo and conditioner,dish soap,laundry detergent, bleach.
cleaning supplies and old cell phones. For more information on how
and where to make a donation, call 759-2373. All donations are tax
deductible. Merryman House is a United Way agency.

A Rifts
Z

Murray

HWY.641 N.• MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

FALL SAVINGS
FRIDAY
15% OFF
Storewide!

iiiAM & REAM LUNMEON
Senior Citizens Center

(cash& carry only)

607 Poplar St • Weaks Community Building

ALL DAY FRIDAY

eat October f9 • f f Am -IPM

Kentazky Ceraps)/Varstry

expert.'"

(After Homecoming Parade)
8 White Beans. Cornbread, Cole Slaw and Peach Cobbler
Hocks
Ham
Menu

Open Monday-Saturday 9-5 • Closed Sunday
.1

It
I *Ilh
**

ONLY $500!!
Proceeds tienefrt the Senior Citizens Center

'A Thoughtful Christmas'to be held
Memorial Baptist Church will host "A Thoughtful Christmas" on
Saturday. Oct. 26, at 6 p.m. in the fellowship hall. located in the
church basement. The event will offer ideas for creative and meaningful giving during the holiday season, including information
about innovative organizations that support and empower people
around the world and products made by artisans around the globe.
The public is invited to attend.

4-H Cooking Club to meet
The first meeting of the Calloway County 4-H Cooking Club will
be Friday, Oct. 18, from 3:30-6 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church.
RSVP by Friday morning by calling 753-1452.

Young Cemetery seeks donations
. Funds for the upkeep of Young Cemetery may be sent to Young
Cemetery,8574 St. Rt. 94 W.. Murray, KY 42071.

It's So Real
S..'

CONTINUE

50% OFF SALE
, • all

(EscludIng Furniture
& Metal Letters)

I•latal ranters 4
louti‘ii. Fall Home
Decor. Cam/les 4 ME,t1 A44,,, M0.., Ci....et Wt4

CLEARING OUT FOR CHRISTMAS!
OW House Nov. 7-8-9... Mark Your Calendar!
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WKCTC's Clemens Center presents '60s show

MSU Concert Choir
presents fall concert
Sunday afternoon
Special to the Ledger
Murray
State
"l'he
University Concert Choir will
present their fall concert
Sunday afternoon in historic
Lovett Auditorium.
The program will open with,
three motets including "Super
Flumina Babylonis" (Psalm
137, verse 1) by G. P. da
the
from
Palestrina
Renaissance, "Angele Del"
(invocation of the Guardian
Angel) by contemporary composer Susan LaBarr and "The
Huron Carol" (the first
Canadian carol) arranged by
Robert Anderson.
Following the opening set of
motets the choir will be joined
by collaborative artists Dr.
Matthew Gianforte and Dr.
Meyoun Park for a performance of Brahms- "Liebesleider
Lovesong
Waltzer (The
Waltzes), Op. 52." The 18
waltzes were originally composed for two pianos. Brahms
later arranged them as a quartet
of singers with the two pianos.
Modern performances most
often include an SATB chorus
with two pianos. The texts are
from Georg Daumer's collection of poetry known as
"Polydora." Daumer collected
poems from several different
countries including Russia,
Germany,Hungary and Poland.
He translated the poems into
German. The "Liebeslieder
Waltzer" are settings of poetry
from his second collection of
poetry. Soprano Grace Lauzon
of Owensboro)and tenor Jacob
Paul of Murray.
The third section of the program includes settings of poetry by Edna St. Vincent Millay.
This setting is by contemporary
composer Stacy Garrop, facul-

'This Is the '60s' combines live
music with historical film clips,
dance, fashion and animation
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH. Ky. — The 20th Century's most compelling decade will come roaring back to life in
Paducah during one exciting performance on Saturday,
Oct. 26 at West Kentucky Community & Technical
College Clemens Fine Arts Center.
"This Is the '60s" is a unique multimedia blend of
live music, historical film clips, dance, fashion, and
animation. More than a stage show, and much more
than a concert."This Is the '60s" takes the audience on
a time tunnel journey that celebrates the 50th anniversary of major milestones in news, pop culture and
music history. From the early days of the space program. through the hysteria of Beatlemania. into the
darkness of the Vietnam War,and the shining optimism
of the Woodstock era, "This Is the '60s" merges that
entire turbulent decade into a cohesive and enthralling
stage production.
Featuring 35 songs from the soundtrack that united
an entire generation, "This Is the' '60s" features the
music of The Rolling Stones, The Beatles. The
Monkees, The Mamas & The Papas. The Fifth
Dimension,Simon & Garfunkel.The Beach Boys.Jimi
Hendrix. The Who. Three Dog Night. Jefferson
Airplane and many more. Performed live with no prerecorded samples,the two-hour-plus show features the
Photo provided
skill and versatility of seven seasoned performers.
Their note-for-note recreations of classic songs will "This Is the '60s" will feature music from throughout the 1960s, from
R&B to the British Invasion.
keep audiences captivated throughout the evening.

ty member at Roosevelt
University in Chicago. This set
of pieces was the winner of the
Almquist Composition competition for the 2002 Athena
Festival. The MSU Concert
perChoir
the
formed
premiere of
these works
and is priv
leged to prek.them
ent
again.
The concert concludes
Almquist
with a folksong setting of
Mata del amina sole by
Antonio Estevez. Estevez was
a South American composer
who uses the voices to sound as
various stringed instruments
accompanying a solo tenor
voice. Jacob Paul will be the
featured tenor soloist.
The MSU Concert Choir is
the premiere choral ensemble
at Murray State University. The
singers are selected by audition. Recent performances have
included "Carmine Burana"
with Orchestra Kentucky and
Rutter's 'Ness of the
Children" with the Paducah
Sympony. They will be featured on the 2013 annual
National Public Television
presentation "Holidays from
Murray State." The choir has
sung invitational performances
for the American Choral
Directors Association and the
National Association for Music
Education. The MSU Concert
Choir is conducted by Dr.
Almquist, MSU
Bradley
Director of Choral Activites.
The concert will begin at
3:30 p.m. Sunday. Oct. 20. and
is free of charge. The public in
invited to attend.

Tony Award-winning 'Memphis comes to Paducah next month
Special to the Ledger
Ky.
PADUCAH,
"Memphis,- the 2010 TonyAward Winner for Best Musical.
will be at the Carson Center
Nov. 5-6 for a limited engage•
ment.
acclaimed
Critically
"Memphis- won four 2010 Tony
Awards including Best Musical,
Best Original Score (David
Bryan and Joe DiPietro); four
Drama Desk Awards including
Musical,
Outstanding
Outstanding Music (David
Bryan) and four Outer Critic •
including
Awards
Circle
Musical,
Outstanding

Outstanding Score(David Bryan reography and root-raking rock
& Joe DiPietro)and Outstanding 'n' roll.
"Memphis" is also a comChoreography (Sergio Trujillo).
"Memphis" takes place in the pelling faith-oriented musical
smoky halls and underground that can't help but spark spirited
clubs of the segregated 1950s. discussion. It provides an opporwhere a young white DJ named tunity to discover the many
Huey Calhoun fell in love with ways in which people can chaleverything he shouldn't: Rock lenge ourselves to more authenand.•roll and an electrifying tically live out our faith and posblaa singer. "Memphis" is an itively impact the world. This
original story about the cultural theatrical production is rich with
revolution that erupted when his meaning not only through its
vision met her voice, and the dialogue and lyrics. but also
music changed forever. Conic through its imagery and spiritual
along on their incredible journey themes. Its layered story line and
to the ends of the airwaves --- engaging characters produce an
filled with laughter. vibrant cho- abundant harvest of material for
lively group discussion.
The show features a Tonywinning score with music by

Carson Center to hold 2013-14 Myre Series
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. — The
Luther F. Carson Four Rivers
Center has announced the second season of the Myre Series,
which will begin Oct. 27.
The Myre Series was established in memory of Jane
Carson Myre and in honor of Dr.
Louis D. Myre. who were
instrumental in the development
of the Carson Center. "Dr. and
Mrs. Myre loved all people.
were benefactors for many,
devout Christians, and ambassadors for Jesus Christ," a press
release said. "We trust that this
performance series will again
interest and inspire your mind
and spirit."
The 2013-2014 Myre Series
includes these four performances.all of whia start at 3 p.m. on
Sundays:
• Oct. 27, 2013 — "An
Afternoon with C.S. Lewis,"
featuring David Payne
The year is 1963 and C. S.
Lewis, the famous British
author, is in the twilight years of
his life. Following a request
from his great friend, J.R. R.
Tolkien, Lewis has agreed to
give an informal talk to a group
of American writers visiting
England. The writers have come
to Lewis' home,just outside of
Oxford, and are eagerly anticipating hearing the man who has
become a legend in his own life
time. His audience is spellbound
as, with a display of oratory and
humor that made him one of
England's most famous public
speakers, Mr. Lewis recounts
the significant events and the
people that shaped his life.
• Nov. 17, 2013 — Mark
Lowry in "Unplugged and
Unplanned"
A deep thinker and student of
theology with an outrageous
sense of humor, Mark Lowry is
known and loved around the
world as a trusted voice in the
realm of gospel music and
beyond. He started making
music at age II and now, more
than four decades later, his lega-

cy is forever sealed as an innately entertaining communicator
who can, at once, make audiences laugh, cry. and think.
Lowry has spent more than 20
collective years as the baritone
singer for the Grammy-awardwinning Gaither Vocal Band and
serves as the sidesplitting
comedic sidekick, for Bill
Gaither through live concert
tours and the best-selling
Gaither Homecoming video
series and television productions.
• Feb. 9, 2014 — Ken Davis
presents "Fully Alive"
One of the most sought after
speakers in North America,
Davis has appeared on television and stage around the world
and is the host of the popular
daily radio show."Lighten Up."
heard on more than 800 stations
across America. He spent 15
years working for Youth for
Christ, and in the last 30 years
has traveled the world as a top
motivational and inspirational
speaker. Davis provides a
unique mixture of side-splitting
humor and inspiration that never
fails to delight and enrich audiences of all ages. As told in his
book, Fully Alive. Davis uncovers forgotten signs of life in a
culture seemingly filled with the

opposite. Through action steps
that led to his physical, mental,
social, and spiritual health, he
recounts his journey back to the
land of the living and the signs
of life he found along the way.
• May 11. 2014 — David
Phelps in Concert
David Phelps has won the
hearts of audiences all over the
world for more than a decade as
a lyric tenor whose trademark is
his large range. He has performed in prestigious venues
across the globe,from the White
House to New York City's
Carnegie Hall to the Sydney
Opera House in Australia. His
electrifying voice has moved
audiences with music of all
kinds, including classical.
Broadway. inspirational, and
patriotic favorites. Mr. Phelps is
a gifted arranger with a special
touch for giving classic
American favorites a fresh
sound with hints of pop
melodies and modern harmonies. He is a member of the
renowned Gaither Vocal Band.
has received two Grammy
Awards and four Dove Awards,
and is featured on numerous
chart-topping recordings.
Tickets may be purchased by
calling the box office at (270)

Bon Joy i's founding member
and keyboardist David Bryan
and lyrics by Bryan and Joe
DiPietro ("I Love You. You're
Perfect. Now ('hange"). who
also pens the musical's book.
Bryan and DiPietro also collaborated on the award-winning offBroadway hit, "The Toxic
Avenger." "Memphis" is based
on a concept by the late George
W. George, producer of the
"Bedroom
Tony-nominated
Farce" and the film "My Dinner
with Andre."
Tickets are on sale now and
may be purchased by calling the
box office at (270o 450-4444 or
going online at www.thecarsoncenter.org.

UCW WRESTLING

450-4444 or online at www.theSat. Oct. 19 at 7:30 P.M.
carsoncenter.org. Subscribers
Hardin, KY., Community Center, 50 High School St.
receive a 15 percent discount on
DOORS OPEN Al'6:30P.M.
tickets and have priority seating
ROW $10!ALL OTHER SEATS $8.
FRONT
privileges. A group of 20 or
and Under FREE with Paid Adult.
4
Kids
more will receive an additional
WITH THIS COUPON
SAVE$1
10 percent off individual subSTAR:"THE HEADUSWA,
WCW,
F.,
W
W
former
cc
scription prices.
Blade,
!MEW'Chris Michaels. Local Area Favorites:
Also,a special addition to the
Myre Series will be a performotis Bass, Richard Lowe and Lots More in Action!!!
of C.S. Lewis' "The
KBWA-4168. CARD SUBJECI'1'0 CHANGE.
Screwtape Letters" on Saturday.
March 8.2014.at 7:15 p.m. The
%MAP'PIMP%,...111111111
-AP
ININ1100..411A011
performance is a smart.
011
provocative and wickedly witty
Dear Calloway Taxpayer:
theatrical adaptation of the CS.
Lewis' novel about spiritual
The Obamacare Law states that $716 Billion will he
warfare from a demon's point of
slashed from Medi-care to pay for Obamacare. Did
view. The play. set in an eerily
you remember this?
stylish office in hell, follows the
clever scheming of Satan's chief
COME HEAR: Col. Jerry Penner (ret.) CEO of the
psychiatrist, Screwtape, as he
MC-C Hospital speak on "Medi-care. Medi-caid. and
_
entices a human "patient"
macare Funding and How It Will Affect the
Oba
toward damnation. In this topsyon the 3rd Monday. October 21st. 6:(X) p.m.,
Hospital"
turvy, morally inverted universe
County Public Library on Main Street.
the
and
Calloway
the
"Enemy"
at
the
is
God
Devil is "Our Father below."
Sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of Western Kentucky
The stakes are high as human
(The Tea Party).
souls are hell's primary source
of food.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
Fees are not included in the
'et
ticket prices. The Carson Center L
I VA
Box Office is located at 1(X)
Kentucky Avenue in Paducah.
with hours Monday to Friday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Robert Billington Jr. & Associates, LLC

INSURANCE
Life • Health •Annuities
Long Term Care • Medicare Supplements
Questions About The Affordable Care Act?
(Obamacare) Call Me Today!

Tv

Ty

Sponsored by Calloway Co. Homemakers

\Cow

Xou. 14//1

.Toinseifia c5ale 2013/
Orders due in to the Extension Office or to Judy Atehkr by Nov. 14th.
5th at the
Plant; tan hi' pu Led up or will he dein rm.!on
Fact 1:naed MrthoJtct Chun h I anvil 14,Center South ith St

6

bicotons) Union
"2" pot — $8"
(Red, White. Mak. Marble & White laieterl

8h1'2" pot ___

$2000 /3 Plante to Pot

Colors

lCbraamag Red. While. Pink. amid Marble,

All money must accompany orders unle•• for
a bovine.' or a church_ They will be invoiced.

113 S. 4th St. on the Square•(270) 761-1010•(270) 293-8817
robertbillingtoneyahoo.com

To place orders I), phone contact
the Calloaa, County Extension (Wfice at 753-1452
or Aids titahler at 753-7387.

8• Thursday, October 17, 2013
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion ot their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible tor only one incorrect
insertion Arty error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
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Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Modes,Homes For Sale
Mobile HOMO{ For Rent
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Public Sake
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Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Salt
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
MotorcyCles 8 ATV s
Auto Parts
Spoil littlay Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES .......OA
..
1,1,
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DEADLINES
Ilona!
Smart Sayer
Tjeso

$8.50 Column Inch, Mr', Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All i Adis Must Run %MMus o Day Period I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide i
I INF. AIDS
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Si% er I
The publisher maintains the right to refect or edit any submitted matter
MAUL YOUR ursit. Al)AND II WILL APPEAR ON
TI1E W.E.B.54TE AT NO EXTRA COARUE.,

Wednesday
Tnursday
Frtasi
Saturday

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010

010

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

010
Legal
Notice

RATES LEVIED FOR SCHOOL YEAR 2013-2014
School District: Calloway County 4'085
Contact Name: Amy Owens Contact Number 12701762-7300
Te the Kentucky Board Of Education, Frankfurt. KY.
lo compliance with Kentucky reYised Statutes and the regulations of the Kentucky Board of Education, we the
board ,if education of the above named schisd district. hereby submit for your approval the following tax rated
levied on 10,08,2013.
For rates that exceeded compensating and the BB 940 tax rates, the notice and hearing requirements of KRS
CM 47107 hi. pub'ished at least twice tor two consecutive weeks in the newspaper of largest circulation in
the county . the public hearing which shall he held not less than seven 71 days no more than ten 110i days
after the day that the set-0nd advertisement is published:" have been met.
An advertisement was placed in the Murray Ledger & Times newspaper on08/29.."2013(date of first advertisement ) and 09,04'2013 date of second advertisement). The public hearing was held on 09/1212013.
For rates subject to recall, an additional advertisement was made within seven (7) days of the hearing as
required by KR 1604701$). Once the forty-five '451 days have passed since the rate was levied, we will send
notification of whether a valid petition was presented_ If a valid petition was presented, we will indicate
whether we intend to place the issue before the voters for approval.
Rate levied: I Please Circle Type t: Compensating Sub II/ cri House Bill 940 Other
Please enter the actual rate below with exoneration amount if applicable

Real Estate

Exoneration

40.40
40.40

Tangible*

0.00
0.00

Total

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising Sales Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include
working with a business to create
advertising plans and develop new
accounts in Murray and surrounding
areas. Must enjoy working with the public
and be sett-motivated. Degree in advertising
or marketing is preferred. Previous sales

Self Storage
270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

Tired of paying a
monthly bill for
TV service? Call
Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
at 877-726-4077.

Pumpiuns
Wright Farms
2241 Jones
Sparkman Rd
270-753-6835
a 270-227-2289

SUBSCRIBE TO THE

•New Climate Control
Available
•2417 Surveillance
*Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
dre believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
White Oak Kennel

TODAY!

Boarding
Dogs & Cats
Daily: $12
Weekly:$70
Monthly $200

Gather Up

Ask for Diana
or leave message.
Discount for Military.
ps miles south of Dover.
(931) 721-4549

.S.tibscrihe to the
MURRAY

No on-the-spot interviews will be
conducted.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071
or
ads@murrayiedger.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
!,ou will he redirected
to johnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listing.,
on the robnetwork.com
are placed through
ihe Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if yetu haxe any
que.tions regarding
the Murray area
,tote listings. Thank you.

Pinnacle Inc is accepting resumes for skilled
carpenters. laborers,
and concrete workers
for commercial construction projects in
Western
Kentucky.
Experience
and
References required
Must pass physical and
drug screen Resumes
may be dropped of at
305 Poplar Street
Benton. KY. or mailed
to PO Box 352 Benton,
KY 42025-0352, or
email
jobs pinnacleinc..net .

FIWEP
I
&TIMES

Rest of KY/TN
Pirrs,•ir it tIn, hanan ,

$40.00
$80.00
$120.00

3 mo.
6 mo
1 yr
Check

i
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
I
3 mo.
$75.00 I
$96.00 ,
6 mo.
$145.00 I
1 yr.

Money Order

MX

Visa

Name
St. Address
City
Zip

State _

_

Lily Pad
Learning Center
has openings for
children_6wIts_-12yrs
Located 0
701 S. 4th St.
in the old
Wee Care building
Please stop by or call
761-5459
for more info.
Bookkeeper/Administra
live Assistant St Leo
Catholic Church. Fulltime position. Full
description
at
stleoky.org. Resumes
stleoposting@gmail.co

, Daytime Ph .
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 1270) 753-1916

•

Part Time Cleaners
wanted for Industrial
location, all shifts
Clean background req.
1-800-246-3221
ext

500

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

FINISH UNE

Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries_
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

is now hiring:
Wash Attendant

SALESMAN DRIVER
INSTALLER
Lake Region
Propane Gas in
Hardin has an
opening for a local
propane gas delivery
salesman truck dnver
and tank installer
Must have CDLHazMat Tanker, best
job with excellent pay
and benefits Please
call (270) 354-8011
or 1-800-874-4427
ext 144 or email
info@ upgas corn

Room for advancement in different departments miter as
Assistant Management I site Managers District wrinager
Assistant Maintenance Tech Lead Maintenance Tech 1
Customer Service Supervisor I Unlimreed Accounts Manager
Detail Shop Manager and Assistant Manager I Buffing Tech

150
Articles
For Sale
r

and many more
We currently employ over 57 people and
have added mole every year for 13 years straight

We employ part and I ultlime Many tall-tinie permanent
posittons, oath competitive pay arid room for advancement
We have many solid part lane forth school and
rottege students working their way through school

BENEFITS
Mocitcal Card. Paid Time Oft Performance Driven Quarterly
Bonus from 5500 to 58,000 a quarter Employee Wash Clots,
Tips, Scholarship Program foe college students, Militaty [Maternity Leave, Referral Program and more
For Information on our products and services, visit
www f Icarwash.corn

2 Taylor single serve
ice cream machines.
Call Bobby 761-9727
Alfalfa Square bales.
Wheat straw bales. for
sale.
(270) 293-0079
Couch. 2 recliners.
Good condition, must
sell. 293-6775
Straw $3.50/ bale.
(270)753-4582,
227-7352
Appliances

Apply in person Takes about 20 30 minutes
SPORTABLE
Scoreboards is looking for a full time, day
shift employee for
scoreboard assembly/packaging.
Assembly position may
include fabricating
metal parts, installation
of: components, wiring
and digits, applying
graphics to finished
scoreboards or packaging panels for shipment. Use of small
hand tools are
required to assemble
our product.
The successful candidate is a self-motivated team player; detail
oriented and takes
pride in the quality of
their work. Having
electronic skills is a
plus.
Sportable
Scoreboards offers a
competitive wage and
comprehensive benefit
package.
Advancement opportunities are offered to
individuals who share
our positive commitment to meeting company goals.
Email resumes to
mfg recruiting @scor
eboard1.com
reapply at 106 Max
Hurt Dnve, Murray

Email Your Ad To:
classified(4 murrayledgercom

Franchise Sales Rep
Needed.
Salary+Comm.
M-F 8am-5pm.
Duties email/call
national franchises
earn new business.
Resume to:
infoOpecoproducts.corn
attn: Dan

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

just Southeast of Murray.
12.4 +/- acres near beautiful
KY Lake, home and outbuilding; 3 BR, 2 baths, huge living
room, dining and kitchen with
appliances, utility, nicely
decorated, many updates,
9 foot ceilings, new CHA,
large screened back porch,
front porch, storm cellar,
detached triple garage.
(800)642-5093,(731)336-5842,
or tommymoody@wk.net

3pc b
Phyfe •
w/4 cha
TV, Ca•
dresse
set tea
mantle •
ware I
blend
Hoo
sewin
chairs. •
shelle
lamps
tools, ".
drill pre
long, •
swing,
w/man
needle,
old ca
exte
Term No
For

Dam

I

Autos Wanted
Highest $$$ paid for
cars, trucks, farm
equipment, farm tracJunk
tors.
Or
repairable. Free towing.
Hazel,KY
( 2 7 0)4 9 2 - 8 6 8 8 .
Tennessee
(731)247-3064.

Advertising Sales Position

Hiring Day / Afternoon / Evening Hours

_4

Dome Delivery
local Mail
-1
3 mo.
$30.00
$30.00
6 mo.
$55.00 3 mo.
$55.00
$105M0 6 mo.
1 yr.
$105.00
1 yr.

VISA

MRS. D

Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military Call Larry
753-3633

CAR11111111111111
srlailltiala

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!

140

all part of an excellent benefit package.

Car

Lynn Grove

Murray KY 42071

experience is required.

Help Wanted

PENNY
Pt. MPKIN PATCH
Airport Rd.
Follow slots same
location as alv,as
Pumpkins all sites
Gingles
753-6132
Like us on fachook
facebook.com/
penny ptintpkittpatt'll

Thur. 12 p.m.

Mini Farm Special
MMEDIATE opening!
Office Manager PIT
Required job skills
include: 2 years expenence with QuickBooks,
customer service: filing, answering phones.
generate
invoices.
credit card payment.
customer follow up.
Send
resume
to: infotapecoproducts.com or send to
Peco Products LLC.
3812 US Hwy. 641 N..

dental plans, salary plus commission, are

060
Notice

Wed, 12 p.m.

Help Wanted

Paid holidays and vacation, health and

40.40
40.40

t d,i12 TiTOT. Rh. =1-TU. ETTS-TIWIT717-77FETuT been Liourn tted
to the building fund This includes a minimum of 5 71
5 7c FSPK Nickel
ii iic Equalized Growth Nickel
Date lAo.led
0 tic Equalized Facility Funding Nickel
Date Levied
0 Oc Original Growth Nickel
Date Levied
otic Original Growth Nickel
Date Levied
0 Oh, Recallable Nickel
Date Levied
0.0c BRAC Nickel
Date Levied
0 Oc Category S Nickel
Date Levied
/i../c Mot the ',or
the braiding Paid MUNI be id lea., the Mt,' I., perofilItT Me sic
t
41.11,1 (01 lin• ta.• rat. certification
Motor Vehicle Rate 32.1
occupational Two KRS I 60.6115)0.00.Utility Taxi KRS160 61313.0r;.Excise TaxiKRS
Does your 1,1 ility Gross Receipts License Tax apply to cable services? Yes
'Tangible PropertyiSee Instructions)
Taxed Exempted
Aircraft • Recreational & Non-Commercial‘KRS132 200,16
X
Watercraft - Recreational & Out-of-State Coast Guard RI-IS 132.200090
i_e_01011 Baru
Jeff Gerdoe
4eLl11913
09 12 2011
Superintendent's .ignature Date
Retard Chairperson's signature
Date
Tax Rates Levied approved by the Kentucky Board of Education on October 08, 2013
• rt,411..4
Support Services will stamp the date on this form when the Kentucky Board of
Educat it, approves the tax rates.
020

Mon. 9 Lin.
lion 12 p.m.
Tue. 1p.m.

060
Legal
Notice

TAX

Rate

Fri. 10 a.m.
Fri. 9 a.m.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 [South 12th St

(270 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic. King $375,
Full $175.
(270)293-4121
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195 270-2934121 Can deliver.

Apartments For Rent

Storage Rentals

3BR 2BA all utilities
basic
cable/interne
and appliances included. New floors and
$1200/month
paint.
+$1200/deposit.
11
Welch Dr., Murray.
293-1200 or 293-4090
Apt for rent at The
Chase. All utilities, all
appliances, private bed
& bath.(270)839-5439

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
owe rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR trine $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 2113 ..06
cr Equal opportunity
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
Large remodeled 3BR,
2BA all appliances.
CHA, gas, plus lawn
service
227-5173 753-7903
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts,
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711
Red Oaks & Live Oaks
Apartments, Murray. 1
& 2BR available. 6 mo
leases, $100/dep special. 753-8668 (am) or
753-8221 (p.m.)
WANTED TO RENT
2 I Bedroom Apt,
Locririon:
North of Sr Rt. 12IN
Call John
270-293-6138

Houses For Rent

Terr

ommercial Prop
For Sale
PROFESSIONAL
Office Building, 505
Main St.
1000sqtt. Very nice!
270-978-2911

Sat
"James

6/
Great

Commerical Prop. For Rent

111
Items

40' x 88' metal building
ocated
at
406
Subnbury
Circle.
Murray KY. 3 - 10x10
overhead doors, gas
heat. Can be used for 2
shops.Front
$400/month;
back
$300/month.
(270)436-2935

Ho
Conve
24x4
Clas
Sellin

Commercial / Retail
spaces at
competitive rates.
Conveniently located
at 400 & 404 N 4th St.
Plenty of customer
paved parking.
Spaces ranging from
750-1500 sq.ft.
Can be modified to
meet Individual
business needs.
(270)753-0201

No

stm
Round 0
Amber G
Card Tab
Frigidaii
Househo
Planers
lection •

.JJA

380
Pets & Supplies
CKC Daschaund pups
1st shot and wormed
(270)235-9668
DOG
Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
Full
blooded
Chihuahua puppies. 2
males, 1 female. Dad is
a
teacup
Mother
weighs aprrox. 7lbs.
293-5556, 436-5243
Registered Miniature
Schnauzers.
4
females; 1 male. $400.
Text or call
(270)226-8460

At
MI

A
Gi

'FOOD manufacturing
company located in
Pans, TN seeking fulltime Food Safety &
Technician.
Quality
Responsibilities:
Quality Control, formulation, lab testing
Requirements
Bachelor
degree;
strong math, organizational,
and
computer/MS Office
skills with a focus on
Excel.
MS
Knowledge/experience
in QC, laboratory work,
or occupational safety
plus. Applicable
a
expenence will be considered for formal education Email resume
with at leeast 3 references to fsqtechnicianOgmail.com.
Opportunity
Equal
Employer/M/F/DN; TN
Drug Free Workplace
Employer.

Reduced to $40.000.00
Dexter area:
3BR, 2BA. 2001 2E1)00
menu/. home.
Open floor plan 1/2 acre
lot, fenced in back yard
Brent Evans 4 Risers Beatty
270-205-1650

312 Brick Ranch, unfurnished, city schools,
quiet neighborhood on
Melrose Drive, central
A/C & heat, 2-car
attached
garage,
stove. fridge, dishwasher. W/D hookup,
new
carpets,
big
fenced back yard, yearly lease-$900 rent, Tel
270-978-2589_

Pa
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Tr

2BR, & lot $11,900.00
753-6012
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsenterprises.net
or call 270-753-4109
1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

1 OR 2br ants near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Celt (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4p.m. M-F

2 BR 1 year lease
293-2615

_
kilourray Ledger
& Times
753-1918
Need help
se ling your
house?
We can get the
word out'
753-191

Mena°
30' Wid
orator
Cook St
Refriger
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less St
Merco
Several
well 16
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later II
Three -
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SATURDAY OCTOBER 19, 2013 10:00 A.M.
269 BEACH ROAD KIRKSEY, KY

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LL('

MRS. DRUCILLA JAMES & THE LATE CORDIS JAMES

James C. 6allimore
w w w GECLI.C.NE

ivesINTr
i\
MCCUISTON

metal building
at
406
Circle.
ry
KY. 3 - 10x10
.d doors, gas
.n be used for 2
is Front
°nth;
back
onth.
6-2935
ercial / Retail
paces at
.etitive rates.
iently located
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s ranging from
-1500 sq.ft.
e modified to
•I individual
ness needs.
0 753-0201

LANDSCAPES_
•Clean Out Existing Beds •Mulching
•Push Mow Newly Sodded Yards
•Mowing Suburbs, Estates & Farms
•Bagging Fall Leaves
OTHER SERME$
•Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debris Cleanup *Tree Damage
•Pressure Washing •Gutters
Need References? Got 'ern!

Elliot Wright
Call/Text 270-978-8077
Give me a call - I'll give you a quote!

Public Sale
STIN Auction
Service
types Auction
enton, KY
70-705-4859

r

Real Estate

ESTATE FOR
. Apartment buildd duplexes. Visit
Isenterprises.net
1270-753-4109

.ammt-4
[Murray Ledger
$ Times
753-1916
d help
!ling your
house?
can get the
ord out!
53-191

• vieekl & Ter. tar piaups
• locally ov.neitioperated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
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Prime Commercial Property
Offered In Two Tracts & Combined

Tract 2- Additional Lot .45 Acre
•nrie 15% Down Balance 30 Daps
Real Estate fiii—
IP'Octsaw NED sr.
/area 4F.s sr.a-.=
..Sellirso
ffor

darer it a ills Vise It
sr.as - azsi rev
FlAewl Esteste

Food Mart - Commercial Kitchen - Deli Equipment
All Clean And In Working Condition
Manitowoc 8570 Ice Maker Master Brit 5 Glass Door Walk In Cooler • True
30- Wide Upright Glass Front Freezer • True 24- Wide Glass Front Refrigerator • Stainless 4 Double Door Freezer • Star Max 4 Burner Table Top Gas
Cook Stove • Star Max Table Top 24' Grill • Two - Dean Deep Fryers • True
Refrigerated Prep Table On Wheels, Model TSSU-48-12 • Duke Et01-E Convection Oven. 40- Wide • Larkin Exhaust System SCLC-1444 8 • Ansul System • Artic Air Commercial Chest Freezer • GE Chest Freezer • Hobart Meat
Slicer • Menumaster Microwave • Pizza Station • Lincoln Impinger . Stainless Steel Model 1302-110T. Needs Heat Blower • Hatco Pizza Warmer •
Merco Heat Warmer Display Shelf • American Classic Soup Warmer •
Several Stainless Steel Prep Tables • Master Model CM-101 Scale • Honeywell 16 Unit Security Camera System, Mirror Domes • Ammo Time Clock •
Cobalt Floor Safe • Shelving • Pots, Pans. Kitchen Utinsils • Shelving •
Racks Copy Machines • Portable 5' Lighted Sign • Super Ruby Cash Register 11w/Scan System • 810 Portable Building • Baby Changing Station •
Three - 4/2 Table/Seat Systems • Miscelianous Items
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALEll

,IPANIES R. CAS
BROKER
74tE AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE

FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
1HE SELLING MACHINE'

Jp

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Asphalt Installation
'Seal coating &
striping

•Removal
*Firewood

1995 Winnabago Motor Home, 1966 Chevy Panel Truck with 327
Gray Motor 75000+/-Miles , Sign With Arrow,Trailer 12', Mowers,

(270) 489-2839

See website Chavisauction.com or Auctionzip.com for pictures
CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St.. Murray, KY 42071
(270)761-SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Chavis Broker/Auctioneer
www.chavisauction.com
KY Lie #P2521 TN Lic # Firm 5513 Auctioneer 6388

ttaurrat, I edger & limes I air
Housing Ad Notice
II real e.tate advertised herein
subiett to the Federal fair
Housing Act, which makes it
llegal achertme an; pretev
ence. limitation Of discrinunaion based on race, color, reli,
son. sex, handicap. familial state. or national origin, or intimion ki rnal..e any such reference, limitanims or di,crirninahow
State lax. forbid discnmination
n the wk., rental r k1;erh.tng
of real estate based on factor. in
addition to thre-e prob.,led
under federal law
51.e will know inglv accept an$
advertising for real estate which
I'. not in ‘lolatitm of the lax All
persons are herein informed
that all dwellings adverti•ed as.
at arlabk• on an equat opportie
nit% basis
For further auostanee i, ith lair
!lousing Advertising require/Dent', contact N.A.A "tinsel
Rene l' %Want(Mil64511W

Large home & 90
acres. Includes 3 acre
lake, good hunting/fish30x80
ing,
shop,
26xx38
&
shop
attached 38x24 shed.
48 acre tillable. 45 acre
timber. House has
indoor gym. theatre.
rec room. All or part
559-2032
480
Auto Parts

USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

A Terrific Opportunity At Auction
Real Estate Sells First At 4:00 P.M.
Git-n-Go Situated On Corner Lot - Paved Parking
Dual Restrooms - Sewers - Natural Gas
Pay At The Pump Fuel Center- 6000 Gallon Diesel Tank
6000 & 3000 Gallon Unleaded Tanks
560 Gallon KeroseneTank • Lighted Canopy
Shown By Appointment

'Trimming

2630 John Deere Tractor 3700 +/- Hr, Bushhog, 5' Tiller,6' Box
Blade. 3 Point Post Hole Digger, Disc, Yard Sweep, Yard Roller,

AlL.JC11riora-)

Monday, October 21st At 4:00 P.M.
Bob's Git-n-Go Food Mart
At The Intersection Of Hwy 51 And Hwy 80
orll li ors cp1tsonre „B,C4 rut ma clic. yr
Midway Between Bardwell & Clinton, KY
A High Traffic Location

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

40 yrs experience

(270)759-0501

*Insured

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving

West Kentucky

Jason Hill
12701226-019-1
Sen ice on all
major brands
I k eased 8c Insured

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
9/1_2304aseV

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Mr. Fix It.
Your Handyman
270-227-4814

and More

Starting At 10:00 A.M. From The Home & Farm
Round Oak Dining Table w/Chairs • Sofa • Antique Jenny Lind Style Bed •
Amber Glassware • Linens • Prints • Pots. Pans. Kitchen Miscellaneous •
Card Table Set • John Deere Toy Collectibles • Old Signs • Old Bottles •
Frigidaire Refrigerator • Electric Range • Empire Gas Heating Stove •
Household Miscellaneous • Yard Items
Yard Tools • Hand Tools • Ladders • Air Compressor • Wood
Planers • Kerosene Heaters • Cattle Water Trough • Old Oil Can Collection • Old Feed Sacks • Hen Nest • Shop Wood Stove • Much More! :
2 Wheel Bumper Hitch Tilt Trailer • 18x19 Portable Carport
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale

JAMES IR- CASH
7.7,15 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
*24 Wert
Emergency Service
'Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

*Stump Grinding

Heaters, Air Conditioners. Large Waterer. 500 Gal Propane Tank.

us4=ltlitses I4ItvIIItt mr.

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St.
Lights. Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage- Hwy 946

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Tools, Air Compressor, Pipe Wrenches. Hand Tools. Wheel
Barrow, Weed Eater, Shop Vac, Drill, Sander, Jig Saw, Chains.
Swimming Pool Pump, Chain Saw, 4x4 Lumber, PVC Pipe,

S3,500.00 Down, Balance In 30 Days
No Buyer's Premium - Rea,Estate Sells At 11:00 A.M.)

fr

0

753-3853

Chain Link Fence, Rolls Of Wire, Windows, Pet Feeder, Front
Load Washer & Dryer, New Gas Stove. Refrig. Bed, Chest, Night
Stand.and More.

24x40 Workshop - Wired - Concrete Floor In Workshop
Classic Little Red Barn, Great For Animals - Fences
Selling At Absolute Auction!! Shown By Appointment

iaschaund pups
it and wormed
35-9668

0

1112 Whltnell Ave.

Bomb Pole, Gang Mower, Swisher Pull Behind Mowers, Pull
behind Wagon. and Much More.
Dog Panels, Contractor Chain Link Fence Panels. Cattle Gates,

Hems From The Home - Workshop And Farm
Home With 3 Bedrooms - Spacious Family Room
Convenient kitchen - Carport - Outbuilding - Nice Shade

Cal

ered Miniature
uzers.
4
•s; 1 male. 5400.
r call
26-8460

We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

1244- Acres with Pond and Barn. Great little farm for horses or
just raise a crop on. Real Estate Will Sell At 12:00 Noon

AgLice-4a, Ac
Ira
tr airy
Home - Buildings - Barn

6 2 4 9
4 5 8 7
7 8 1 2
8 3,75
2 4 9 6
3 9 2 8
1 7 5 3
9__ 1 6 4

"If you've got it, we can store it-

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

AUCTION

6/10 Mile East Of Lynnville, Kentucky

7
1
4
9
3
5
6
2

•
••

_

MINI
STORAGE.
11110111---11411111111
All Size Units

I I

'Trimming Hedges •New Landscapes

Great Location For Mayfield - Murray - Fulton - Dresden

89 4

1 3
6_ 9
3 5
2 6
8 1
4 7
9 4
5 8

ON BEAc

DOUBLE TAKE
LANDSCAPES

"James & Mary Lott Vaughn" 4377 St Rt 94 E. Sedalia, KY

1 6
8 2
3 7

7 2 8 5 6 3 1

***

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19TH AT 10:00 AM
8393 St Rt 97, SEDALIA, KY.

-THE SELLING MACHINE

blooded
:hua puppies. 2
1 female. Dad is
'acup.
Mother
s aprrox. 7lbs.
.56. 436-5243

1
4
35

Licensed & Insured

Saturday, October 19th At 10:00 AM

4
8
3
9

7 5

Protecting your house like
it is our house!

AlISCOILAUrTIE AUCTION'
.
)

5

83

Free Estimates

Voted Most
Reasonable!

9
5
2
6

4 1

270-293-1924

Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales As.sociate
TN Auctioneer license # 2493
TN Firm # 5815. 270-435-4420
Terry D. Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license # 6684
TN Firm # 5816. 270-767-9223

'4

Obedience.
enmere.com
36-2858.

1 7 9-"9

ReplaCOn100t and Repair

For more information and your auction needs contact:

ical Prop For Rent

Bs Dase Oven

6 7

FR 0 0 F I N (

Terms of auction, full settlement day of auction with
cash or good check with proper ID.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available

mercial Prop.
For Sale

Very nice'
-2911

Concepts SudoKu

Answer to previous puzzle

(270) 759-0890

I I,

Suctoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
severai given numbers The °bloc+ is io pace Vie numbers 1 to
9,0 the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number prey once The difficulty Neel
of the Coneapes Sudoltu increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

Indestilal/Comnierclal/Nosidentlat

3pc bedroom suit, rocker recliner, couch, Duncan
Phyfe drop leaf table w/6 chairs, buffet, kitchen table
w/4 chairs, vintage settee, knee hole desk, end tables,
TV, Cabinet Singer sewing machine w/ chair, full bed,
dresser, chest, sofa table, kitchen stool-ladder, wood
set tea, old three glass mirror, child's table & chairs,
mantle clock, gun rack, Harmony House china. corning
ware dishes, Pyrex dishes, pitchers, stem glasses,
blender, coffee makers, flatware, Mirro pots & pans,
Hoover vacuum, Dirt Devil sweeper, linen, guilts,
sewing items. cleaning items, feather pillows, yard
chairs. #3 dinner bell, old view master, Blackhawk corn
sheller, old typewriter, drawing knife, wall kerosene
lamps, fruit jars, fishing rod & reels, hand & garden
tools, Sandborn 2hp air compressor, Denver table top
drill press, Rockwell 9" table saw, log chains, come-along, cyclone seeder, step ladder, swing rack, porch
swing, electric weed eater and blower, grinding stone
w/mantle and motor, wagon tongue, double tree, hay
needle, plow wrenches, electric fence post, barb wire,
old carpenter tool box, long bed pick-up topper, 16ft
extension ladder, old breaking plow, much more.

wrimow.w•ar• ••..timer—er.S• rfor.s,....e... • ix

ESSIONAL
Building, 505

Thursday, October 17, 2013•9
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1.1.00 1,1•1 1,

450
Farms For See

3 Hunting & Income
Producing Farms
3tacres.
93acres,
168acres
270-556-3576

Acreage

8 acres (sub divided
into 8 lots) In crty, gravel drive, city water All
or part $48.500 00
559-2032
460
Homes For Sale

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Rivorfleld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

run vans
2009 Ford E-350 Supe
Duty 1 ton 15 passenger van. 5.4L. V8,
LOADED 58000.
270 752-3333
530
Services Offered
1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

Greg Mansfield

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Norrielown Service
Duni' sower your Moe', ouf
state seen e
(270) 293-8480
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562.
227-0267

SMALL BUSINESS
The Backbone Of America
Advertise with us for the best results!
1x1 $75 per month
1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

Hill Electric
Since 198b
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured ,
All jobs - big Or
small

Call 753-1916
Ask for
Natasha or Molly

753-9562
wix ix. hIllelectm.corn
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clear-,
out garages. gutters
Junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Cal,
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pas ing. Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONY TRAVIS

GARAGE & YARD SALE DIRECTORY
2ND ANNUAL
CREATIVE BAZAAR

Weaks Community Center
Senior Citizens Gym
607 Poplar St.
Saturday
9am - 2pin
Amazing jewelery, prayer beads, winter
caps. clothes for American Girl dolls,
scarves, divinity, candy,cookies, guilt tops,
other crafts & much much more!

270-293-4256

GARAGE/MOVING
SALE

YARD SALE

ESTATE SALE

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE

171
King Drive

1778

206
South 15th St

Free
Call 1<ex in at

270-293-4020

Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks it Porches
Fully insured
Visit
klintmckylake
remoclelinscoro

270-873-9916
HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE

Baker's Crossroad
(641 to Midway. East
on Bakers Xroad)

Fri & Sat
8am-2pm

Thurs & Fri
7am-4pm

Fri & Sat

Tools, dishes.
furniture
household items

Christmas items,
children's items.
clothing, lots of
miscellaneous

Miscellaneous Items

YARD SALE
1657
Kandi Kay Ln

YARD SALE
703
Fairlane Dr

OVING SALE

114
Wells Purdom Rd

Bedroom,
kitchen, living
room & garage.

(Saratoga Springs)

Saturday
7am-noon
Oak table/chairs,
metal desk. new 24bike, end tables
(maple). TV, breadmaker, washer/dryer
8 more. No early SAWA

Saturday
7am-12pm

Saturday
7am-?

babyModdier (boy it girl)
clothes/shoes 4-51,
excipileint condition,
baby items 6 Antique
walnut dining choirs.
fishing & hunting Items

Items too
numerous to
mention

COMICS / FEATURES
Only time can truly heal
pain of losing beloved pets

10 • Thursday, October 17, 2013

Looking Back
Tea years ago
Emma, Sheila and Ginny
Furches were pictured with their
Jack Russell terrier, Meg,and the
Rev. David Simmons at the annual Blessing of the Animals held
Oct. 12 in the Memorial Garden
of St. John's Episcopal Church.
Peggy Myers, a member of
UMW of First United Methodist
Church, was pictured with some
of the items to be featured in an
upcoming sewing boutique.
Local girls earning All-District
Team honors were Lauren
Clemson, Haley Hart, Emily
Seay. Chelsea Cleaver, Mallorie
Esterlein, Lisa Hester, Jessica
Johnson and Haley White.
Murray High School freshman
basketball player Madalyn Linzy
was pictured removing litter from
alongside South 12th Street in
preparation for the weekend's
homecoming festivities.
Middle
Calloway
County
School student Cole Allen was
named Student of the Week by
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
and WNBS 1340 AM. He is the
son of Mark and Regina Allen.
Twenty years ago
Jane Morris, of the Calloway
County Clerk's office, was pictured using a computer imaging
system to look at a deed. The
computer system had helped the
clerk's office save space.
David
Attorney
County
Harrington was pictured demonstrating the fingerprinting process
to Beth Durbin, Katie Robertson,
Yvette McCreary and Richard
Caldwell.
An open house was held yesterday to formally celebrate the
opening of the new Dexter
Community Center. Construction
was completed about three weeks
ago.
Ruth Jacquot. director of the
Environmental
Center
for
Education at Murray State
University. was the featured
speaker at the Annual Day Dinner

of Calloway County Homemakers
on Sept. 16. She was pictured
with Betty Kirkenmeier, Karen
Hicks, Vanda Jean Gibson and
Vinita Winters.
Thirty years ago
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team won the
annual Nathan B. Stubblefield
Speech Tournament. First place
winners were Sheri Mills, Beth
Woodall, Jodi Price. Tim
Williams, Allen McClard and Tim
Weatherford.
The Murray High School Band
won six trophies at the Music City
Invitational Band Contest at
Nashville,Tenn.
The Rev. and Mrs. Richard E.
Walker were reappointed as missionaries to Brazil, South
America, by the Southern Baptist
Foreign Mission Board.
Forty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Starks and
their children, Paul, Walter and
Patricia, were to leave Friday for
Trinidad as missionaries with the
Church of Christ.
Fifty years ago
The Murray Police Department
participated in a one-day school
yesterday with FBI Agent Tharpe
in charge of the instruction.
First place winners of the Punt.
Pass and Kick contest were Joe
Resig, eight-year-olds: William
Allen McKee'. nine-year-olds;
Dow K. Ryan, ten-year-olds; and
Cory Lee Brandon. eleven-yearolds.
Mrs. Emily W. Wolfston, art
faculty member at Murray State
College, had an exhibit of her
weaving at the Evansville
Museum of Arts and Sciences.
Sixty years ago
The new A & P Grocery was to
open Oct. 22 at the comer of 3rd
and Main streets.
Officers of the Blood River
Baptist Association were Dr. H.C.
Chiles, the Rev. John W. Kloss
and the Rev. J.H. Thurman.

DEAR ABBY: You gave some
nice advice to "Afraid of the Loss"
(June 25), who wrote concerning
the impending death of a beloved
pet. I think your suggestion of a
support group is helpful, but having lost a peel had for 16 years,
I have experienced the deep pain
this nun will feel.
Adding a
second pet to
his
home
while his pet
is still alive
often energizes an older
pet. When the
time comes,it
will help the
to
human
have another
loving pet to
help with the
By Abigail
grieving.
Van Buren
As
learned, only time was able to
take the deep hurt to a place
where I could think of him without tears. Keeping the ashes of a
pet can be comforting, whether
you choose to bury them later or
tuck them away in your home.
Most important is having a
plan for when that moment comes
so you automatically know what
needs to be done. It really helped
to have all the details of his final
moments thought out so I felt in
control.
I wouldn't have missed the
love of my dog even knowing
the pain that has to come in the
end. It's something that should be
on everyone's bucket list. -CATHY IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR CATHY: My thanks to
you and all the readers who sent
supporting
heartfelt
letters
"Afraid." Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Your pet is your
child. Anyone who doesn't understand that isn't worth worrying
about when the loss occurs. Will
it hurt? Of course. But the pain
does ease in time.
When my first dog died, I

Dear Abby

.4 Et

first black poet to have his work
published in America, was born
on Long Island, N.Y.. into a lifetime of slavery.
In 1912, Pope John Paul I was
born Albino Luciani at Forno di'
Canale, Italy.
In 1931, mobster Al Capone was
convicted of income tax evasion.
In 1933, Albert Einstein arrived
in the United States as a refugee
from Nazi Germany.
In 1941, the U.S. destroyer
Kearny was damaged by a German torpedo off the coast of Iceland; II people died.

In 1987, first lady Nancy Reagan underwent a modified radical
mastectomy at Bethesda Naval
Hospital in Maryland.
In 1989. an earthquake measuring 7.1 on the Richter scale struck
northern California, killing 63 people and causing $6 billion worth
of damage.
In 1992, Japanese exchange
student Yoshi Hattori was fatally
shot by Rodney Peairs in Baton
Rouge, La., after Hattori and his
American host mistakenly knocked
on Peairs door while looking for
a Halloween party.
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AVENUE

Dr. Komaroff

by Jacqueline Bigar
a friend could be distancing himor herself more quickly than you
realize. This person might not
want to take part in this adventure. Be open.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Pressure keeps building
between a personal matter and a
financial or business issue. You
do not need to make a choice
right now; you simply need to
prioritize and go with the flow.
Nothing will be resolved today.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Follow your gut today.
Emotions could run high, and a
true representation of where you
are coming from can be understood only from this level. Take a
walk.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Dealing with investment
sources might put you in a tizzy.
Right now, don't do anything with
today's active eclipse. You only
will be causing yourself a problem. Give yourself at least a
week.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** An eclipse in your opposite sign could find you exhausted and tired. What might be best
is not to get into the moment,
and detach from it instead.
Others are even more volatile
than usual.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Be ready for a change in
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Swerved off course
Ready to hit
French academy
Pale brown
Jazz dance
Conductor's need
Window type
Frank McCourt book
None too cordial
Funny fellow
Musical range
Ticked off
Chef's stirrer
Machu Picchu native
Informational file name
Chiding sound
Lush
Used to be
Tennis' Graf
Bean-bearing tree
Cowhand's place
Even a little
Provide with a quality
Davis of "Jezebel"
Newark's county
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I've tried the-counter, others by prescripto quit smoking on my own, but tion:
-- Nicotine patches stick on your
it never lasts. Could medications
skin like a bandage. They supply
help? How do they work?
DEAR READER: Medicines a low dose of nicotine that gets
can help, and they have improved absorbed through the skin and
"quit rates." Although smoking is into your bloodstream throughout
a particularly hard habit to break, the day.
you can do it. The proof: There
-- When you chew nicotine
are more ex-smokers in the Unit- gum, it releases a low dose of
ed
States nicotine that is absorbed through
today
than your cheek and into your bloodthere
are stream.
smokers.
-- When nasal spray is sprayed
Cigarette as a mist into the nose, nicotine
smoke con- reaches the bloodstream within
tains
many five to 10 seconds. This is the
different sub- fastest way to relieve withdrawal
stances that symptoms.
damage the
-- Puffing on a cigarette-shaped
tissues of the inhaler (sometimes called an ebody
and cigarette) delivers a low dose of
increase the nicotine through the mouth, throat
By
Dr. Anthony risk of cancer. and lungs. You use the inhaler when
But
those you feel the urge for a cigarette.
Komaroff
damaging
-- Lozenges supply a low dose
substances are not what make you of nicotine that gets absorbed into
addicted to cigarettes.
your bloodstream.
Nicotine, one of the many danTwo other quit-smoking medgerous chemicals found in ciga- ications do not contain nicotine;
rettes, is what addicts you. It they act on the brain to decrease
doesn't damage your tissues; it nicotine cravings, nicotine withjust makes you want to smoke. drawal symptoms, or both.
Each hit of nicotine produces pleasVarenicline (Chantix) and
ure. But as nicotine leaves the body. bupropion (Wellbutrin. Zyban) are
you begin to experience uncom- prescription drugs. They imitate
fortable withdrawal symptoms,and some effects of nicotine, cutting
this prompts you to reach for anoth- down on cravings and withdrawer cigarette.
al symptoms. So if you slip and
One type of quit-smoking med- have a cigarette, you will expeication is called nicotine replace- rience less of a reward.
The U.S. Food and Drug
ment therapy (NRT). It delivers
a low dose of nicotine into your Administration (FDA) has reportbloodstream to ease or erase with- ed that both varenicline and buprodrawal symptoms. You start the pion may, in a few People, trignicotine replacement on the day ger thoughts of suicide or actual
you stop smoking. Instead of get- suicide attempts. Any person startting the nicotine your body con- ing on these treatments, and their
tinues to need from cigarettes, friends and family, should look
you get it from the replacement for changes in mood and behavtreatment. As your withdrawal ior.
Withdrawal symptoms are most
symptoms decrease, you lower your
dose, then gradually wean your- intense when you first quit. Getself off all nicotine, including ting through your fifth or 10th
cigarette-free day will be much easNRT.
There are several forms of ier than getting through your first.
NRT. Some are available over-

your daily schedule. A situation
could evolve that you cannot
and should not say "no" to. Don't
be surprised if others express
their disappointment in not getting together.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Your creativity flourishes, entertains others and permits
unusual ideas to pop up.
Emotionally, you might want to
be contrary or controlling.
Understand that you will not get
anywhere with that behavior.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You could be slightly
more challenging than you think.
You are determined to have a
domestic situation go a certain
way_ The other person involved
is determined to have things his
or her way.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You actually might use
too many words in an explanation. When you present something in this way, it makes it
seem as if you are feeling guilty
or covering up. In your case, neither assumption would be right.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** If you must take a
money risk, make it small. That
way, if you lose, there will be no
lasting
pain.
You
could
encounter a difficulty with a
friend or loved one about a
financial situation.
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The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: 1Difficult
ARIES(March 20-April 19)
**** You are a sign that is
likely to feel the eclipse today. In
any case, you most definitely will
if you were born around April 18.
For many of you, it could create
a sudden change in the next
month -- for the better.
TAURUS(AprIl 20-May 20)
***** You will be full of getup-and-go today, but there
seems to be a problem that is
subconscious. Keep searching
within yourself to see if there is
an unaddressed issue. Take
your time before making any
statements or commitments.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You want to have more tun
in your life. In pursuit of this goal,

I.14161,1 -RAE,-1 GET Ilk
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,
Oct. 18, 2013:
This year you often will have to
decide between doing what you
think will work and doing what
you want to do. If you are single,
relating could be far from easy. If
you are attached, as a couple,
you often are on opposite ends
of an issue. Try to reach a compromise. ARIES is strong and
domineering.
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Various nicotine-delivery
methods help smokers quit

Horoscope

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Oct. 17,
the 290th day of 2013. There are
75 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 17, 1777, British forces
under Gen. John Burgoyne surrendered to American troops in
Saratoga, N.Y., in a turning point
of the Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In 1610, French King Louis
XIII,age 9. was crowned at Reims.
five months after the assassination of his father, Henry IV.
In 1711, Jupiter Hammon, the

spoke with a grief counselor at
the local veterinary college. It
didn't make my pain disappear,
but it helped me to understand it
more. Your pet does not live in
the future, but in the moment.
Enjoy every moment you have
together and accept the unconditional love your pet has given
you. You WILL get through it. - DEB IN BELMONT. MICH.
DEAR ABBY: Having shared
the love of many pets over the
years, I have found that dealing
with the loss of our furry friends
never gets easier, no matter how
many times you go through it. I
just reflect on all the cherished
times I shared with them, and I
know I did my best to make their
lives grand. I know I'm better off
for having shared their company.
Having rescued all of my past
and current pets from shelters, I
saved them from an uncertain life.
I gave them a loving home with
affection, stability and a warm
bed. While they all leave us at
some point, their memory lives
on in our hearts.
I think Irving Townsend said
it best: "We who choose to surround ourselves with lives even
more temporary than our own,
live within a fragile circle, easily and often breached. Unable to
accept its awful gaps, we would
still live no other way. We cherish memory as the only certain
immortality, never fully understanding the necessary plan." -FOUR PAWS FATHER
DEAR ABBY: "Afraid of the
Loss' is not alone. Anyone who
has known the love of a dog
knows the fear of losing that
unmatched companionship.
When my dog was reaching
the end of his lifespan, a fellow
dog-lover advised me to get a
puppy. I'm passing her advice along
to "Afraid." Get a puppy or go
to the shelter and adopt a dog - any dog. You will save the dog,
and the dog will save you right
back. -- MONIQUE IN TEXAS
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WEEK 8
SCOREBOARD
Murray High at
Caldwell Co.

2ND DISTRICT TOURNAMENT:
GRAVES CO. 2, CALLOWAY CO.0

The big one

Calloway Co. at
Madisonville-NH

Crittenden Co at
Ballard Memorial
Warren Central at
Bowling Green

McLean Co. at
Butler Co.

McCracken Co. at
Daviess Co.
Russellville at
Fulton City

Mayfield at
Fulton Co.
RICKY MARTIN 'Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Tyler Noel battles for this ball with
Graves County's Marco Flores during the first half
Wednesday night in the 2nd District semifinals.

Christian Co. at
Graves Co.
JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times
by a Crittenden County
bounds
of
out
forced
is
Miles
Murray High's Des'Jahvonni
Peyton Glynn (21) and
teammate
while
Stadium,
Holland
Ty
at
night
Friday
last
defender
head coach Steve Duncan watch.

Apollo at
Greenwood
Marshal! Co at
Henderson Co

Ohio Co. at
Hopkinsville
Barren Co. at
Logan Co.
Union Co. at
Owensboro Catholic
Paducah Tilghman at
Trigg Co.
Hancock Co. at
Todd Co. Central

FRIDAY•7:30 P.M. III BADGETT ATHLETIC COMPLEX

2013 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
CLASS 1A, DISTRICT 1
1-0
0-0
0-0
0-1

Back at it
LAKERS RETURN
TO DISTRICT
PLAY AGAINST
MAROONS

7-0
6-0
0-4
1-6

CLASS 2A, DISTRICT 1
Murray
Caldwell Co.
Crittenden Co.
Ballard Mem.

2-0
1-0
0-1
0-2

4-3
7-0
3-4
6-2

By

CLASS 2A, DisTRIcr 2
Union Co.
O'boro Cath.
McLean Co.
Hancock Co.
Butler Co.
Todd Co. Cent.

A
A

3-0
3-0
1-2
1-2
1-2
0-3

6-1
5-2
3-4
1-6
4-3
0-7

CLASS 3A, DISTRICT 1
Trigg Co.
Pad. Tilghman
Fort Campbell
Webster Co.
A

1-0
1-0
0-1
0-1

4-3
3-5
2-5
1-6

CLASS 4A, DISTRICT 1

9

10

2-0
Owensboro
Calloway Co. 1-1
Madisonville-NH 1-1
Hopkins Cent. 0-2

6-2
4-3
3-4
0-8

CLASS 4A, DISTRICT 2
Allen Co.-Scot. 1-0
Franklin-Simp. 1-0
0-1
Warren East
Breckinridge Co.0-1

4-3
3-4
3-4
0-7

CLASS SA, DisirBicr 1
Christian Co.
Graves Co.
Hopkinsville
Ohio Co.
Apollo

3-0
2-0
1-1
0-2
0-3

4-3
5-2
3-4
2-5
1-6

CLASS 6A, Disnucr 1
39 40

Henderson Co. 1-0
McCracken Co. 1-0
0-1
Daviess Co.
0-1
Marshall Co

again in the play offs at home.
this time edging MHS 10-7.
David Barnes' club nearly
came home with 2A's state
championship last December,
losing to Newport Central
Catholic in the title game 3026.
Duncan says Caldwell
County is better this year, setting up a Friday night tilt folks
have been talking about since
August.
"People have been asking
me about this game/ since the
middle of the summer," Duncan
said laughing. "But we had
•See TIGERS, 12A

GALLOWAY CO. AT MADISONV1LLE-NH

Fort Campbell at
Webster Co.

Mayfield
Russellville
Fulton Co.
Fulton City

giate programs. Duncan went a
step farther in his praise of the
junior Wednesday morning.
"I think some day we will
watch (Sindelar) on Sundays,"
Duncan said. "That's how good
I think he is. I've seen guys that
were starting quarterbacks in
the Southeastern Conference, I
By RICKY MARTIN
know two, and they were very,
Sports Editor
very good iii high school.
"But I think he's is better
a
what
Steve Duncan knows
than both of them."
SEC quarterback looks like.
Caldwell, Class 2A's No. I
He's pretty sure his Tigers ranked team, hasn't lost yet this
will see one Friday night.
season. A year ago the Tigers
With Caldwell County quar- beat Murray High twice,first in
terback Elijah Sindelar on the the regular season at Ty
radar of the nation's top colle- Holland Stadium 24-21, then

HIGH
READY TO FACE
No. 1 RANKED
CALDWELL Co.
Mt'RRAY

6-1
5-2
4-3
1-6

NICK DOLAN Ledger & Imes
Stetson uncorks a
Cole
Calloway County quarterback
Owensboro. The
against
Friday
last
field
pass down
Hopkins next.
orth
Madisonville-N
foe
district
face
Lakers

NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer

This week has been introspective for the Lakers.
After last weeks 50-point loss
to Owensboro, Calloway was
forced to go back to the drawing
board and re-evaluate how they
prepare week-by-week.
"Monday I brought them in
and I made them grade themselves on film and we compared
that to what I did," head coach
Brad Lawson said. "That kind of
•See LAKERS, 12A

2ND DISTRICT TOURNAMENT: GRAVES CO. 4,
MURRAY HIGH 0

Lady Tigers season
ends in loss to Graves
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
DR AFFENVILLE — Wednesday
night's 4-0 loss to Graves County in the
semifinals of the 2nd District Tournament
came with a message from Murray High
head coach Lauren Kelly.
"Remember how this feels." Kelly
told her team "When you are contem-

plating going on a run or eating that piece
of pizza. just remember this feeling,
because this is what's going to motivate
you.
"Tomorrow is the start of next season."
Kelly's charge to the Lady Tigers,
however, didn't soften the blow of
Wednesday's loss.
•See GIRLS. 12A

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
DRAFFENVILLE — Two
goals separated Calloway
County and Graves during two,
regular season meetings.
Wednesday night, two goals
kept the Lakers from moving
into tonight's 2nd /District
Championship.
Graves County scored a goal
midway through the first half,
then tacked on another for
insurance early in the second,
beating Calloway County 2-0
in the semifinals of the district
tournament.
"I thought it was a good,
hard-fought match, but it went
the way I thought it would."
Laker head coach Brandon
Morris said. "It wasn't the
result I was hoping for, but it
was hard fought in the midfield, and we knew it would be.
Both teams have terrific midfields,so we knew it was going
to be a tough match."
And Wednesday night, it
was the Graves midfield indeed
that did most of the damage.
Freshman midfielder Brady
the
scored
Wetherington
match's first goal at the 16minute mark, pushing the
Eagles in front 1-0.
The Lakers settled back in
defensively, but couldn't capitalize on a handful of scoring
chances,something Morris said
he knew needed to happen for
Calloway County to beat
Graves.
"Their defense is extremely
good." he said. "Our offense.
we got a lot of opportunities.

the ball just didn't go our way a
couple of times. If we put one
in the goal during the first half
on a couple of chances, one
goal can kind of switch things
around and build you momentum.
"We just weren't able to get
that goal and find out."
Instead, Graves midfielder
Danny Valencia netted a shot
just eight minutes into the second half, allowing Eagle head
coach Zach Sims to release a
lot of Graves County's offensive pressure. and settle into
the defensive third.
Morris emphasized shooting
during his halftime address to
the team, and the Lakers would
get chances to score again in
the second half.
however.
Eventually,
Graves County's depth took its
toll.
"They have a few more bodies than we do, so they rotate
some guys in and kind of keep
the pressure high," Morris said.
"We knew it was going to be a
physical match, we knew they
wanted to win the 50-50 balls.
but we did too.
"The key to the game. and
both teams knew this coming
in, was to win the midfield. I
thought it was pretty even, but
they just capitalized and we
didn't."
Leading up to Wednesday
night. Calloway County had
Region
1st
the
made
Tournament in two of the past
three seasons under Morris.
Following the loss to
Graves, he credited his seniors
•See BOYS, 12A

RICKY MARTIN r Ledger & Times
Murray High junior Callie
Adams dribbles up the
sideline Wednesday night
against Graves County.
The Lady Tigers had
chances to score early in
the first half, but fell to the
Lady Eagles 4-0 in the
semifinals of the 2nd
District Tournament at
Marshall County.
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II Boys...
From Page 11A
for much of the groundwork
that's led tit The .Lakers recent
success, even though their season ended in the 2nd District.
"I'm proud of this senior
class," he said. "There's been a
lot of talk about how good this

program has been the past four the work they've put in has
years, and a lot of that is changed this program. and I
because of those guys. They've want to make sure they know
put in the work and our pro- that."
Calloway finishes its season
gram is better because of them.
"They need to know that. No at 10-7-1. while the Eagles face
matter how disappointed they district host Marshall County
are tonight, the past four years, tonight in the title game.

Dodgers win
Game 5,cut
St. Louis
lead to 3-2

•Tigers...
From Page 11A
two, really close games against
them that really decided the
playoffs for us and for them.
Both of those games came
down to a fitld goal. but we
made a lot of mistakes.
"I think they are better than
they were a year ago. but I
think our team is pretty great
too."
Duncan said the biggest difference he's seen on film from
last year's Caldwell County
team to this year's, is the depth
at wide receiver — bolstered by
6-foot-8 junior Eli Pepper.
"Last year, I don't think that
all of their receivers were quite
as good as a unit as some of
their best, but I think they are
all very good now," Duncan
said. "They've got good depth
all over the field, but their wide
receivers are all 6-foot-2 or 6foot-3 and (Pepper) is taller
than all of them."
Murray High travels to

Princeton in the midst of a
three-game winning streak,
having outscored its last two
district foes 104-7 over the last
two weeks.
And with the Tigers playing
perhaps their best football of
the year. Duncan said he hasn't
changed a thing in Murray
High's preparation this week.
Which includes limiting discussions of last year's Caldwell
County results.
"You don't talk to the guys
about the wins or the losses, but
you talk to them about what the
other team does or did against
you last year," he said ."It's not
about, 'Hey, we should have
won or should have done this,'
it's mainly just about what the
other team does.
"We've kind of got a method
of what we practice, and so we
have really been sticking with
that and are just trying to fine
tune that. We look at the little
bitty things that we do off of

those things. and I think that's
what really good teams are
doing right now. We've been
practicing and playing so well,
there's really no reason for us to
do anything any different than
how we've been doing it."
And most of what the Tigers
have been doing, is focusing
squarely on themselves.
"We just have to not make
mistakes and we've got to make
sure we hold on to the ball and
do what we do," Duncan said.
"We have to concentrate on us.
We can't make any of their
receivers shorter, we can't
make (Sindelar) throw the ball
slow and accurate.
"We are excited about
Friday night, because to be in
this kind of game, there's a lot
of teams that do not have the
success to put themselves in a
game of this magnitude in
terms of two great teams. It's a
good thing, and we couldn't be
more excited to play."

•Girls...
From Page 11A
Four minutes into the match.
Graves sophomore Samantha
Clymer booted a shot past
Murray High keeper Meredith
Purdom to put the Lady Eagles
ahead 1-0.
10 minutes later the Lady
Tigers would miss on two separate scoring opportunities on
hack-to-back possessions to tie
the game. something Kelly said
-- unfortunately — became the
theme of the night for Murray
High.
"We came out hard. I just
think that first goal of their really got us down: she said. "We
had chances to score early in the
game. we just couldn't really
take advantage of any of those.
"I believe that we played
well. I don't believe we played
badly at all. Graves County was
just better than us today."
CaHie Adams' pass to Shelby
Keith at the 24-minute mark
ended with a shot missing wide-

Murray Ledger & Times

left, then Alexandra Pologruto
couldn't connect on a one-onone opportunity less than a
minute later.
Purdom saved a shot from
Graves' Destiny White with 20
minutes to play in the half, but a
minute later, junior Katelyn
Rogers put the Lady Eagles
ahead 2-0.
Rogers logged her second
goal of the night just eight minutes into the second half, then
White found Carley Clymer
with under nine minutes to play
for the game's final goal.
Kelly said her Lady Tigers
struggled with Graves County's
experience Wednesday night.
and added her club has yet to
master all of the nuances that
make a soccer team — like
Graves County — great.
"I think it was very difficult
because they've been playing
together for a while," Kelly said.
"They know the tiny, little things
that their teammates like. They

know if one of their teammates
likes the ball in the air or on the
ground. They know if they can
trap it or what they like best."
Kelly is hopeful the Lady
Tigers can build off their 6-7-2
and
marveled
season,
Wednesday night about the
obstacles her club has overcome
in the process.
"I have high hopes for them
next year, because they already
have a year under their belt," she
said. "If you would have told me
at the beginning of the season
that our team was going to play
this hard and that this would be
as emotional of a match as it
was, I probably wouldn't have
believed you.
"With all of the things that
have happened. I'm tremendously proud of them. With this
being my first team I've ever
coached. I wouldn't change one
thing about it. I wouldn't have
changed anything about this season."

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your .4V_TO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St Murray. KY • 753-3415
Van Haverstocfi

By BETH HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
WS ANGELES (AP) — It
took 'the Dodgers five games to
hit a home run in the NL championship series. Once Adrian
Gonzalez powered up for the
first one, their dormant offense
broke loose.
Gonzalez homered twice and
Zack Greinke came through
with the clutch performance Los
Angeles needed in a 6-4 victory
on
Cardinals
the
over
Wednesday that trimmed St.
Louis' lead to 3-2 in the best-ofseven playoff.
"Guys weren't ready to lose
today," said Carl Crawford, who
also went deep to help the
Dodgers save their season.
Los Angeles held on in the
ninth, when St. Louis scored
twice off closer Kenley Jansen
before he struck out pinch-hitter
Adron Chambers with two on to
end it.
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di

Los Angeles 6. St Louis 4

Friday, Oct. IS:
Los Angeles at St Louis 8 37 p m

x-Saturday, Oct. 19:

Monday

Los Angeles at St

Mayfield 3 Murray hfigh 2(PKs)
Tuesday
Marshall Co 6 Mayfield 0

oias 8 3 p

Vol.

American League
All games televised by For
Boston 2, Detrort 2
Saturday, Oct. 12:
Detroit 1 Boston 0
Sunday, Oct. 13:
Boston 6 Detroit 5
Tuesday, Oct. 15:
Boston 1 Detroit 0
Wednesday. Oct. 16
Detroit 7 Boston 3

Wednesdey
Graves Co 2 Calloway Co 0
Today
Championship
Graves Co vs Marshall Co 7 30 pm

Prep Girls Soccer
2nd District Tournament
at Marshall Co
Monday
Calloway Co 10 Mayfield 0

Ma
ter

Today
Boston at Detroit, 807 pm
Saturday, Oct. 19:
Define at Boston 437 pm

Tuesday
Marshall Co 6 Calloway Co 1

Wednesday

a-Sunday, Oct. 20:

Graves Co 4 Murray High 0

Detroit at Boston 807 pm

Today
Championship
Graves Co vs Marshall Co 5 30 0 m
National League
All games televised by TBS
St LOUIS 3. Los Angeles 2

[
41

Friday, Oct. 11
St Louts 3. Los Angeles 2, 13 innings
Saturday, Oct. 12
St Lours 1, Los Angeles 0
Monday, Oct. 14
Los Angeles 3. St. Louis 0
Tuesday, Oct. 15
St Louis 4. Los Angeles 2
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RACERS'
VS.

dry. That's what happened the
other night.
"There was plenty of times
we defended the option well and
then the next time one person
would not do their job or responsibility and then it was boom
touchdown or it was a big play."
With the Lakers slight change
in philosophy and focus on more
individual efforts
specific
Lawson has seen an increase in
readiness as they head toward
their final district clash of the
year.
"We're putting them in every
situation imaginable," Lawson
said. "We had to make some
changes in the way we teach
things to be more specific. I feel
like right now we know what to
do. Just to mentally see what will
happen before the ball snaps,
that's where we have to get to.
"They know (how important
this week is), they've talked
about it. This is the biggest game
of the year. We can put a lot of
bad tastes out of our mouth with
a win. Our kids understand the
importance of this and what it
means."

Wednesday, Oct. 16

KHSAA
Prep Boys Soccer
2nd District Tournament
at Marshall Co.

Marcu

•Lakers...
(ince you can break through that
From Page 11A
wall and knock that door down
ga‘e them a sense of ownership
then you can keep going. If you
of themselves and ownership of
want to compete at a state level
the team.
you're going to have to beat
"They didn't just watch the
someone that's better than you
play or watch the game.they had on paper. We've had that opporto watch themselves and see tunities three times this year and
what they did wrong or see what we haven't done it."
they did wrong and see what
Even though Madisonville
they needed to get corrected."
sits below Calloway in the standIn an attempt to get his team's ings, the Maroons are seemingly
focus even tighter on their indi- better than the Lakers on paper.
vidual assignments for this
They have a little more size.
Friday's match up against speed and the rap sheet of sucMadisonville-North Hopkins. cess against Calloway including
Lawson split up his offense and last year's 50-17 come back win.
defense for the entire Tuesday
Lawson identified their probpractice.
lem as not being able to transfer"We spent two hours just ring their preparation Monday
practicing defense on one end through Thursday to the field
and the offense on the other end. Friday. He said his guys have to
So. there is going to be no stone stick to the game plan and take
left unturned," he said. "We're care of their individual responsigoing to pull out all the stops this bilities, if they happen to fall
week."
behind.
The Lakers sit at 4-3 on the
"When players get behind in a
year and 1-1 in district play game, they tend to want to go
while the Maroons have a 3-4, I- make a play," Lawson said.
I district record.
"Then you start relying on just
This is Calloway's last oppor- trying to go make a play and that
tunity of the year to ensure a leaves the other 10 guys out to
playoff game will be played on
their home field for the first time
since the 2008 season.
And Lawson and his boys
understand the importance of
this game.
"This is by far the biggest
game of the year," Lawson said.
"The winner will play at home in
the first round (of the postseason)and depending on what happens in the second round you
could get another home playoff
game but you're guaranteed one
with a win Friday)"
The Lakers have shown
progress this season but they
may be hindered by their past
losses to quality opponents.
it kind of goes back to the
Obion game. maybe if we would
have won that game that could
have been a mental hurdle to
clear," Lawson said. "It just takes
one time, though. It takes one
time to do it.
"You always say you have to
learn how to win, learn how to
win, learn how to win but it's a
fine line. If I knew that answer
I'd be right beside Nick Saban.
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753-7743
tshirtsi4murray-ky net

T-shirts • Poilos • Mickets • Caps • Sweats
Emblems • Promotions Items • Group Discounts

Licensed PASU and Greek Vendor
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass (Corner of 121 Bypass R. North 16th Street)
In House Embroidery ai Screen Printing

Always on Time & What You Ordered
33 years of Dependable Service & Duality Products
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619 South 4th Street • 753-6831
Hours: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.. Monday - Friday
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